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General Chiropractic Council
Meeting Agenda
17 March 2020 at 10.30
Meeting Rooms D and G
GCC, Park House, 186 Kennington Park Road
London SE11 4BT
Declarations of interest: members are reminded that they are required to declare any direct or indirect pecuniary
interest, or any non-pecuniary interest, in relation to any matters dealt with at this meeting. In accordance with
Standing Orders, the Chair will rule on whether an interest is such as to prevent the member participating in the
discussion or determination of the matter.

Item

Action

1.

Welcome, apologies and declarations of interest

2.

A. Council Minutes of 12 December 2019
B. Matters Arising

Presenter

Paper

Time

Chair

---

10.30

To approve Chair

CO200317-02 10.35

3.

Chair’s Report

To note

Chair

CO200317-03 10.40

4.

Chief Executive & Registrar’s Report

To note

CER

CO200317-04 10.50

To note

BO&PM

CO200317-05 11.00

5.

6.

Performance Reports
A. FTP Performance Update
B. Business Plan 2020 Update
C. Finance Update
Annual Reports
A. Annual Review of Fitness to Practise
work
B. Annual Report from the Professional
Conduct Committee
C. Annual Report on Registration

Director of FTP
/ BO &PM
David Clark
To approve
CO200317-06 11.15
(Chair of
Chairs of PCC)
Reg. Officer

7.

Inquest Actions Update: Guidance Note on First
Aid

To approve

8.

GCC Disclosure Policy

To approve Director of FTP CO200317-08 12.10

9.

GCC Strategic Risk Register

To note

Committee Chair updates
A. Audit and Risk Committee (ARC)
10.
o ARC Terms of Reference
B. Remuneration & HR Committee
C. Education Committee

CER

To note
Committee
To approve
Chair
To note
To Note

11. Any Other Business

Chair
Close of meeting: 12.45pm*

*Lunch in Meeting Room J (Room 25)
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Director of
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CO200317-09 12.20

CO200317-10 12.30

---

12.40
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Minutes of the General Chiropractic Council meeting on 12 December 2019
held at Park House, 186 Kennington Park Road, London SE11 4BT
Members
present

Mary Chapman (Chair of Council)
Roger Dunshea
Tom Greenway
Steven Gould
Gareth Lloyd
Sharon Oliver

Apologies

None

In attendance

Nick Jones, Chief Executive and
Registrar;
Penny Bance, Director of Education,
Registration and Standards;
Rui Domingues, Director of Finance;
Nirupar Uddin, Head of Fitness to
Practise

1.

Ralph Pottie
Keith Richards
Julia Sayers
Carl Stychin
Gay Swait
Phil Yalden

Richard Kavanagh,
Business and Project
Manager;
Yasmine Mohungoo,
Governance Manager

Apologies and declarations of interest
The Chair commenced proceedings, welcoming all Council members, observers
and the new Governance Manager to the meeting.
No declarations of interest were made.

2.

Draft minutes of the Council meeting of 20 September 2019 and matters
arising
A. Minutes (CO191212-2A)
Council agreed that the minutes were an accurate record of the meeting. Minor
revisions were agreed correcting ‘complainants’ (as opposed to complaint) on item
9 and correcting the date of the summit in Toronto taking place on 15 September
2019.
B. Matters arising (CO191212-2B)
The Chair confirmed that matters arising were either scheduled for discussion today
or for upcoming meetings in 2020. It was noted that item on publishing a bulletin (as
first in a series) to stakeholders (CC190920-4) did not specify when this would be
undertaken, as ‘early in the New Year’.

3.
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The Chair presented her report of activities since the meeting of Council in
September 2019 (CO190920-03). The Chair noted her main focus had been on
annual appraisal of Council Members and she emphasised the importance and
value of these discussions taking place. The Chair thanked Council Members for
their insights and contributions.

With regards to the recruitment process for the Member for Northern Ireland, The
Chair interviews took place at the GCC the previous week, and it was likely that
subject to the Professional Standards Authority (PSA) and Privy Council’s approval
the appointment will be confirmed early in 2020.
The Chair commented on regulatory change following the last meeting of the
Council, noting there was little to report on the Government’s plans, albeit a helpful
meeting with Claire Armstrong, lead official on reform at the Department of Health
and Social Care had provided assurances that work was progressing with the
election not affecting progress.
The Chair noted her meetings with stakeholders, with the PSA and the regulatory
unit of the Scottish government. On the latter the importance of ensuring our
governance arrangements continued to ensure our focus on Scotland was
emphasised.
Council noted the report.
4.

Chief Executive and Registrar’s report
The Chief Executive and Registrar drew attention to the main points of the report,
noting that further to the introduction of the new portal for registrant’s continuing
professional development (CPD) submissions and applications for retention (in
November 2019) the implementation had been relatively smooth.
The CER also noted that further to receipt of a report from the Coroner (further to
an Inquest on the death of a patient in November 2019) an item in the closed
meeting proposes next steps for consideration.
With regards to whether registrants will receive notice of their (safely received)
submissions the CER confirmed these will be issued, as usual, in December 2019.
With regards to whether further information from the Information Commissioner’s
Office (ICO) had been received further to its investigation the CER confirmed that a
decision notice is still awaited.
Council noted the report with no other questions.

5.

A.

FTP Performance Report

The Business and Project Manager presented the report of performance for the
year to date, in particular noting the increase in complaints received in the year (78)
compared to 62 the previous year. The Business and Project Manager observed
that analysis did not shed light on the reason for this increase, and also noting the
fluctuation of performance in closing cases.
Council noted the recent improvement in closing cases recognising this as the
outcome of substantial work by the team.
Council requested further analysis of complaint volumes be conducted in line with
the experiences of other regulatory bodies.
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Council noted the comprehensiveness of the information, enquiring whether greater
prominence be given to key indicators (for example, PSA measures) and whether
targets could be added – in providing more useful information to Members in
undertaking their scrutiny function.
ACTION: Work to be taken forward with interested Members in advance of the next
meeting to develop targets and a sharper presentation of the data in the form of a
more focused dashboard.
Council noted the report.
B.

Business Plan 2019 Update

The Business and Project Manager presented the update (CO191212-05B), noting
The completion of 19 of 27 projects, with partial completion of others or
consolidation carried forward to the 2020 plan.
The Business and Project Manager noted that work being undertaken in
collaboration with GOsC had not been fully completed, albeit the first phase was
completed. The remainder of the work would continue in 2020.
It was noted that the project in relation to Section 32 complaints was not completed,
however the FTP team now had a greater understanding of the work and were
closing cases in a timely manner with an improved process. Members raised the
possibility of work to better inform registrants of the this work, so that they have
confidence in raising any local concerns with the GCC, and whether the staff team
could undertake proactive checking of websites more generally. The CER noted
this was an ambition albeit the resource to do so would be released only following
completing work on the backlog.
Council noted the report.
C.

Finance Update 2019 Forecast

The Director of Finance presented the financial forecast for 2019 (CO191212-05C)
noting the later item on the business plan and budget 2020 may allow for review in
depth. The completion of the year was also the completion of the first year of the
GCC three-year financial sustainability plan.
The Director of Finance reported the forecast showed a deficit (of £109k), noting
also that was an improvement against the forecast deficit (of £330k); and also
noting pressure on the year-end position due to unbudgeted (and potentially backdated) HMRC requirements relating to Members’ expenses in attending the office.
Council noted the report.
6.

Professional Standards Authority: Annual Performance Review of GCC 20182019
The Chief Executive and Registrar introduced his report on the PSA’s annual
performance review of the GCC, which was published on 8 November 2019 on the
PSA and GCC website.
The CER reminded Members that at the meeting of Council in September 2019
consideration was given to reverting to the PSA on proposals as regards
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amendments to the draft report; and noted that the PSA accepted those changes.
The CER confirmed that the GCC was assessed as not meeting two of the 24
standards. Section 32 action – protection of title; and timeliness of dealing with
applications for Interim Suspension hearings
The CER noted that the assessment framework of the PSA was evolving and the
basis for its assessment of GCC performance in 2019-20 is being taken account of
by the team in its preparatory work.
Council noted it was worthwhile seeking those changes as it better reflects the
constraints imposed by the GCC rules.
Further to a query on whether the performance of the GCC was in line with PSA
assessments of other regulatory bodies the CER noted the assessment was fair
and proportionate, that in the previous last year all standards had been met, and
this year’s was not substantially out of line with other assessments.
Council noted the report.
7.

GCC Strategy 2019-2023: Draft Business Plan 2020
The CER presented the draft business plan for 2020 drawing attention to the
emphasis on: doing regulatory work well and more efficiently; promoting good
standards and professionalism by communicating our expectations more effectively;
better meeting patient and public expectations around chiropractic treatment by
improving care; and having more engagement with registrants by us in terms of
CPD returns, regular communication and more efficient FTP processes.
The CER summarised the main projects within each of the four strategic aims, that
is in promoting standards, developing the profession, in investigating and acting and
delivering value (the way the GCC works).
In response to a question on whether there would be a sufficient focus on
continuing professional development (CPD) of registrants the CER confirmed that it
would not be dissimilar to previous years albeit it was likely there would be more
interactions with registrants. Members sought reassurance that the tone of those
interactions – hitherto positive – would be maintained; and this was provided.
Members noted the increase in research activity and expressed hopes that before
embarking on what could be extensive and expensive programmes that account
was taken of already published, relevant evidence that may not be based on
chiropractic – for example what citizens expect from their healthcare professional
will be common across many areas of healthcare. The CER confirmed it would.
There was a discussion on the relative priorities and affordability, in the light of an
unplanned increase in day to day expenditure. Noting that this was relevant to the
next and accompanying item, relating to the Budget for 2020, the CER confirmed
that the plan was in line with Council’s priorities and ambitions but that it could be
scaled back and non-essential items carried forward as necessary.
Members commended the accessibility and breadth and depth of the plan.

8.
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supporting delivery of the second year of the GCC Strategic Plan 2019 – 2023.
Budget 2020
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The Director of Finance presented his report on the draft budget for 2020,
emphasising that the resources required for delivering the draft business plan for
2020 were fully costed within the budget proposals – which in itself was presented
as a break-even budget.
The Director of Finance drew Members’ attention to the analysis of key lines of
expenditure noting those areas of expenditure in 2019 that are not likely to be
incurred in 2020 (most notably in dealing with advertising cases, and one-off
technological expenditure) and areas of investment for 2020 aligned with the
business plan priorities.
The Council welcomed the analysis. Members discussions focused largely on the
impact of increased volumes of complaints subject to investigation by the fitness to
practice function, and the consequential impact of the increased number of cases
considered by the GCC Professional Conduct Committee (PCC). Some concerns
were expressed as to the unpredictable nature of such cases in relation to volume
and costs incurred in each case.
Council indicated its wish to see more analysis of the costs of these core statutory
functions and the potential impact on the GCCs ability to also meet its business
plan commitments.
In summarising, the Chair noted that the report and proposed budget was
comprehensive enabling the delivery of an ambitious programme of work. The Chair
also emphasised that the GCC sustainability strategy does not envisage the
drawing down of reserve to meet the costs of day to day operations, such as the
investigating of complaints and hearings held to conclude a proportion of those as
necessary. The Chair notes that as such, the Council faces choices as to its
decisions on expenditure – in future years in particular, and it will need to have
access to analysis and forecasts of that expenditure at a greater level of detail than
is currently available.
Action: Further analysis of the impact of PCC expenditure be brought forward to
the June 2020 meeting of Council, that is well in advance of the September 2020
meeting of the Council considering outline and draft budget for 2021.
The Council approved the budget for 2020.
9.

GCC Draft Disclosure Policy for Consultation
The Head of Fitness to Practise introduced the draft policy and drew Council’s
attention to the balance to be struck between being open and transparent about
processes and decisions of the GCC, with the legitimate privacy rights of
registrants.
The Head of Fitness to Practise noted the risks primarily related to the publishing of
regulatory status of a chiropractor on the Register with challenge to publishing
details around a sanction against a registrant for the period of the sanction (a low
risk – as impairment in place in the period); or, more likely, challenge where the
GCC publishes details of a sanction against a registrant after it is ‘spent’.
The Head of Fitness to Practise noted that the GCC must be secure where it
publishes information for longer durations with, for example, justification on the
basis of supporting patients in their making an informed choice about who they
would like to treat them; building confidence in the GCC’s system of regulation,
because it allows individuals to understand what action the GCC has taken and
why; and where a professional has repeated interactions with their regulator, it may
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The Head of Fitness to Practise noted the proposals had benefited from expert and
external legal advice and the decisions (upon which further consultation would take
place) were a matter for Council.
The proposal put forward was that for non-health related matters, information would
be published for the duration of the order plus a period of time based on a sliding
scale as to the seriousness of the sanction. Members expressed agreement that
the sliding scale was a proportionate balance with the privacy interest of the
chiropractors concerned.
Council welcomed the proposals and discussed the main policy questions. It
agreed:
1. Where a chiropractor is suspended on an interim basis, the fact of their
suspension will be published for the duration of the substantive PCC
proceedings to which the order relates.
2. Where a chiropractor is subject to substantive decision the fact of the decision
will be published in relation to:
a. Admonishments for six months
b. Conditions for the duration of order + one year
c. Suspension for the duration of order + two years
d. Removal until the individual restores
3. Where a sanction is made in a health case the sanction is published for the
duration of the order only.
Council agreed the draft Disclosure Policy and to the proposed consultation on the
policy.
Council also noted that further to consultation the final draft of the Disclosure Policy
be brought forward to the March 2020 meeting of the Council, for agreement.
10.

Records Retention Policy
The Director of Finance introduced the draft GCC records retention policy noting it
formed part of the GCC’s data governance responsibilities.
Council welcomed the draft policy. Members queried their own records retention
responsibilities. The Director of Finance noted that the retention policy applied to
Council and staff, and that further work was underway in developing a common
document management system that will be open to Members in line with policy
intentions.
ACTION: Where the policy references job titles these should be checked for
consistency and with regard to changes following the recent organisational change.
Council agreed the Records retention policy and schedule.

11.

Committee Chair updates
•

Audit and Risk Committee

The Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee (ARC) gave an oral update to Council
further to the meeting of the Committee on 12 November 2019, noting it was the
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first meeting of the Committee attended by Shelagh Kirkland (as Independent
Member) and Keith Richards, as Council Member.

The Chair of ARC drew attention to the Committee’s consideration of the strategic
risk register; an internal audit report of employment taxes; and the external audit
plan for the annual accounts 2019.
ACTION: The strategic risk register to be presented to Council at its meeting in
March 2020.
•

Remuneration & Human Resources Committee

The Chair of the Committee gave an oral update to Council further to the two
meetings of the Committee on 3 October 2019 and 13 November 2019.
The Chair of the Committee noted that at the meeting in 3 October 2019 the CER
provided a report for the Committee setting out his view of the people issues within
the organisation having had some time to understand better the structure, design
and culture of the GCC, and that proposals on structure be brought forward to an
additional meeting of the Committee on 13 November 2019. The Chair of the
Committee also noted the committee approved proposals regarding organisation
change (with proposals for communication and handling of change). Further, a suite
of draft HR policies were also approved. The Chair of the Committee also reported
that after a wide-ranging discussion, it agreed a 2.6% annual pay award to be used
in business planning assumptions and presented to the Council for approval of the
2020 budget (at this meeting of the Council).
•

Education Committee

The Chair of the Education Committee presented her report to Council (CO19121211B).
Council noted the reports.
12.

Any other business
Date of next meeting: 17 March 2020
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Agenda Item: CO200317-02B
Meeting: Council, 17 March 2020

Agenda Item:
Subject:
Presenter:
Date:

CO200317-02B
Matters Arising from 12 December 2019 Meeting
Mary Chapman, Chair GCC
17 March 2020

Item

Actions

CC190920-4

Chief Executive and Registrar’s report
Action: To implement a bulletin or such like to
disseminate functions from relevant research to key
stakeholders.

CO-1909205A
Sep 2019
meeting
CO-1909206A
Sep 2019
meeting
CO190920-7

Expected completion
end-March 2020

FTP performance report
Action: Acting Head of FTP to expand the definition of
Severe risk to include sexual misconduct.

Completed

Finance report
Action: Scenarios for different case volumes to be
presented underpinning the 2020 budget.

Budget 2020 paper.
Agenda item 8,
December 2019
meeting.

Fitness to Practice developments, June –
September 2019
Action: HoFtP to develop an action plan with
timescales for completion against each item. December
2019.

CO19121205A

FTP Performance Report

CO19121205C

Finance Update 2019 Forecast

CO19121209

GCC Draft Disclosure Policy for Consultation
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Update

ACTION: All complaints to be illustrated by the next
Council meeting via a dashboard.

ACTION: Agree business and budget plan for the next
financial year.

ACTION: A clear policy is needed which is well argued
and is genuinely in the public’s interest.

See below

Complete – on
agenda

Completed in
December meeting

Complete - final
draft on agenda

Agenda Item: CO200317-02B
Meeting: Council, 17 March 2020

CO19121210
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Records Retention Policy
ACTION: To be presented to Council by next Council
meeting in March 2020.

Deferred to June
2020

Agenda Item: CO200317-02B
Meeting: Council, 17 March 2020

Recommendation

Timeframe

Update

1

Publication of GCC’s lessons
learned report.

Completed

2

Liaising with the Expert with a view
to making the report publically
available.
Consultation on amendments to
GCC code B3.

Completed

4

On completion of current advertising
caseload, the March 2015 policy
paper be superseded by operational
arrangements in place.

Completed

5

Engagement with the following:

3

Completed

1. Complainant to provide
feedback on complaints
closed;

February 2020

1. To be completed

2. ASA/CAP to update list of
conditions and agree MOU.

May 2020

2. To be completed on
completion of
recommendation 6

6

Consideration of establishing
steering group to monitor scientific
publications and maintain a
profession-wide, up-to-date shared
database of level one and other
scientific evidence in support of
various treatment modalities and
conditions treated.

April 2020

To be completed

7

Consideration of traffic light system
of conditions which chiropractors
can claim to treat.

May 2020

To be completed on
completion of
recommendation 6
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To:

General Chiropractic Council

From:

Mary Chapman

Subject:

Chair’s Report, January – March 2020

Date:

17 March 2020

My main focus during this period has been shaping the future composition of Council
through recruitment and induction activity and, following the agreement of the
Business Plan for 2020 at our last meeting, supporting the CER in what has been a
busy period.
1. Regulatory change
Following the last meeting of the Council where I reported slow progress on the
Government’s ‘Promoting professionalism; reforming regulation’ plans I am very
pleased to report that developments are taking place and there appears to have
been an injection of pace.
Much of the detail is covered elsewhere within the agenda; as you know I have been
keen to keep Members abreast of developments as regards the governance
proposals with the potential to affect our Council, and others.
With regards to the over-arching objectives of regulatory bodies it is proposed there
are three duties: to cooperate; to have transparency of processes and functions
(both as previously proposed) and a new duty of ‘proportionality of amendments
before they are introduced.’ This third duty replaces the previous proposal relating to
a duty to have due regard to wider workforce implications. This is helpful clarification.
In relation to the composition of boards, there has been confirmation of the move
toward ‘unitary’ status with no changes to the numbers and representation reported
previously. It remains the case that it will be for each Council to ensure that it has the
right range and breadth of members, with the appropriate governance arrangements
to ensure effectiveness.
2. Inquest actions
The Chief Executive and Registrar notes actions taken in response to the Coroner
further to his issue of the Regulation 28 report to the GCC. I am most grateful to
Members for their thoughtful input in contributing to the response submitted.
3. Governance matters
I report formally on two aspects with regard to recruitment.
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Firstly, following approval granted by the Privy Council in January 2020 I am pleased
to report the appointment of Fergus Devitt as Council Member – Northern Ireland,
with effect from 1 February 2020 for a period of four years. Further, I have asked
Fergus to sit on the Council’s Audit and Risk Committee, and he attended his first
meeting of the Committee on 2 March 2020.
Secondly, the process for recruiting to two registrant Council Members commenced
on 2 March 2020, with interviews due to take place in early May. One vacancy is for
a registrant member who lives and/or works mainly in Wales. There is no
geographical requirement in relation to the other vacancy. We have emphasised our
preference for one of those appointed to bring experience in chiropractic education
and research.
Following agreement by Council in December, that we should seek the
reappointment of Steven Gould, I have also set up a Reappointments Committee to
take forward that work.
4. Appointments
29 January 2020: I met with Peter Dixon in the margins of the annual general
meeting of the Royal College of Chiropractors, held in London. As Peter was
stepping down as President of the College, I expressed my best wishes to him and
took the opportunity to discuss current issues, including our recruitment plans.
30 January 2020: Meeting with Christine Elliott, Chair of HCPC. This was the first
opportunity for me to meet formally with Christine (albeit we had met informally at a
joint regulator meeting). We discussed regulatory reform, including the potential for
shared work on rule writing; organisational change in our respective organisations;
GCC’s proposed review of the use of imaging in chiropractic and its relevance to
other professional groups; and what GCC might learn from HCPC’s experience of
going through the new PSA Standards.
25 February 2020: telephone meeting with Fergus Devitt, Council Member, as part
of his induction, to gain assurance that he has the support he needs to contribute
fully in the early stage of his role at the GCC.
25 February 2020: I attended a Westminster Health Forum conference on reform to
professional healthcare regulation in the UK. Amongst other things the conference
covered policy priorities following the government response to consultation; the
impact of changes to professional healthcare regulators, healthcare professionals,
and patients; and supporting the workforce and developing education and training.
6 March: I supported the CER, together with Roger Dunshea, at the interview panel
for candidates for the Director of Corporate Services role.
Mary Chapman
Chair, GCC
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Agenda Item: CO200317-04
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Agenda Item:
Subject:
Presenter:
Date:

CO200317- 04
CER’s Report
Nick Jones, Chief Executive and Registrar
March 2020

Summary
This regular report summarises key developments in the period since the last
Council last met, on 12 December 2019.
Action required: For information.

1. The GCC team
Following a programme of organisational change instigated in late 2019, and being
implemented currently, there are several recruitment exercises underway to ensure
the way the team is organised is appropriate to meet the ambitious objectives of the
GCC. It is always tricky to affect such change, balancing adjustments to existing
ways of working and teams and ensuring (through recruitment and so on) that we
have the right skills in place. At the same time, it provides opportunities for staff;
and core activities such as appraisals, the creation of learning and development
plans are maintained. On 11 March 2020, the staff team took some time out at an
awayday to undertake a range of activities with a set of objectives – one of which
was to enhance our togetherness (a core GCC value).
2. Covid-19
Clearly this is a fast-moving issue. It is likely that the situation will have changed
substantially by the time the Council meets. We have several interests of course: in
relation to the practices and our expectations of registrants; as regulator and
employer.
Our starting point is it is incumbent on healthcare professionals to keep abreast of
developments and advice. We have a role to play in communicating to registrants,
even though we are not the primary source of such advice we have communicated
current advice through our channels. Further, on 3 March, we published a joint
statement with the other regulatory bodies as to considering the context in which
healthcare is being provided within our regulatory responsibilities. It is likely,
particularly within NHS primary and secondary care that usual ways of working are
changed and/or suspended. Concerns as to the application of professional
standards by regulatory bodies may discourage some professionals from acting in
the best interests of patients or the public health. This statement seeks to provide
necessary reassurance.
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It is likely that we will need to invoke our business continuity arrangements to
ensure we can continue to meet service standards and carry on (as far as possible
and reasonable) our important work. In the light of developments relating to Covid19 we have revisited our planning assumptions and considered our preparedness in
relation to:
•
•
•

•

Our people: clear advice and reassurance so staff are equipped and feel safe
Premise: We work in partnership with HCPC and we are well-connected to steps
they are taking. Wall-mounted hand sanitiser units have been installed across
the site and cleaning protocols have been stepped up.
Technology: Further to investment in new kit last year staff can access all
necessary applications from anywhere with a Wi-Fi connection: this includes
telephone, email, internet, our website and registration portal, all documents and
so on. As such we can establish a GCC remotely to a greater or lesser degree.
Clearly this will need reviewing in the light of experience; the availability of staff
and so on.
Stakeholders: With regard to communications we have updated our website and
refreshed social media feeds aimed at Registrants ensuring they keep their
knowledge up to date. Our newsletter on 4 March led on the collective response
to coronavirus. We have kept the professional associations updated as to
developments and will continue to do so.

In short:
•
•

•
•

We must keep abreast of developments, and guidance from official sources
Unless there is a confirmed case of Coronavirus within the workplace the advice
is that no restrictions or special control measures are necessary. For suspected
cases there is no need to close the workplace or send other staff home at this
point.
We have arrangements in place to ensure the business activities can continue
These provide a reasonable degree of assurance that we can continue to
function – with some inevitable impacts on ways of working.
Communication is key.

3. Regulatory reform
My previous reports have conveyed that progress on the reform agenda has been
made albeit slowly in the light of competing pressures on Government. There has
now been substantial and good progress – particularly on the fitness to practice
front (that is covered in the Director of Fitness to Practise report); and governance
that the Chair outlines. In terms of interesting features, amidst all the interesting
policy acrobatics, I draw attention to:
•
•

The Department of Health and Social Care expect to make the necessary
changes by Section 60 Order – essentially amending our respective
legislation.
The rule-making obligations placed on each body (considering the context of
each) is likely to be substantial. We will want to seek common cause with
others in doing so
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•

The role of the Case Examiner. This is likely to obviate the need to take
many complaints through the Investigating Committee process;

4. Actions following the issue of the Coroner’s Section 28 report
Following the inquest in York into the death of a patient following treatment the GCC
was asked by the Coroner to consider making first aid training a mandatory
requirement for registrants. On 27 January 2020 we issued a special bulletin to
registrants setting out the action registrants must take. Item 7 on this agenda
outlines this, together with proposals for including expectations regarding first aid on
an ongoing basis, in GCC guidance.
The Coroner also asked the GCC to review the requirement for pre-treatment
imaging to inform whether a patient is suitable for treatment. The GCC is
establishing an independent review of imaging within chiropractic. Expert clinical
input to inform the review will be sought from the radiology profession and from
other regulated musculo-skeletal health professions including orthopaedics,
osteopathy and physiotherapy. A report on progress and next steps will be made to
the June 2020 meeting of the GCC. Subsequently it will make final
recommendations as part of the review to the GCC. This will include any proposed
changes to the GCC Code or guidance.
5. The British Chiropractic Association (BCA)
This year the BCA celebrates its 95th anniversary. It is also a landmark year for the
Chiropractic Register, as it celebrates its 21st 'birthday'. The BCA took the
opportunity to promote the new GCC ‘I’m Registered’ logo launched last year. In her
message to Members, Catherine Quinn BCA President noted ‘Chiropractors should
be proud to display these logos. They are symbols of your hard work, not only to
complete your education and join the Register but the continuous professional
development you commit to each year to remain registered. The BCA is proud to
support and promote the regulation of chiropractors as we have a responsibility to
ourselves and the public to be professional and responsible, relishing regulation for
the protection of patients and ensuring that we are held to a high standard. Without
the scrutiny that regulation brings, chiropractic would have limited potential to
develop and integrate the evidence based, person centered, interdisciplinary,
collaborative care which we all value.’ I added that GCC registration reassures
patients that registrants continue to meet national standards for training,
professional skills and behaviour; and offers differentiation from non-regulated
professionals.
6.

Professional Standards Authority (PSA) matters
i.

We have been notified that our annual performance review undertaken by the
PSA has now started. It is initially a desk-based exercise with a
recommendation made to a panel of the PSA in late April 2020. The
progression of the review then depends on the recommendation made to the
panel and its decision. If it is that standards are met we can expect publication
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in late July 2020. If the panel decide that a targeted review is required, then
the time for the publication of the performance review report is likely to be
September 2019. If the panel decide that an audit is also required then the
publication will be towards the end of the year/early 2021. The information
taken into consideration by the PSA is:
•
•
•
•
•

•

The outcome of the 2018/19 performance review
The dataset for 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020
The GCC’s self-assessment for Standards 2 to 5 for the new Standards
of Good Regulation
A register check
Information available to us through our review of cases under the Section
29 process Information which is in the public domain including: − GCC
Council and Committee papers and minutes − Reports issued by the
GCC − Press releases issued by the GCC and public statements made
by the GCC and its stakeholders
Feedback received from third parties including concerns raised with the
Authority.

Report of its work (January 2020): On 14 January 2020 the Professional
Standards Authority published its latest report - an overview of its work and
its contribution to protecting the public. Some highlights from the report
include:

ii.

Successful appeals to Court removing unfit professionals from practise and
protecting the public, deterring poor behaviour from other professionals and
improving fitness to practise decision-making by regulators
A Lessons Learned Review carried out of the Nursing and Midwifery
Council’s handling of concerns about midwives’ fitness to practise at the
Morecambe Bay NHS Trust, leading to significant changes to the way that the
NMC engages with patients and families
18 Performance Reviews of the nine statutory regulators carried out against
our Standards of Good Regulation bringing about real improvements in the
way that regulators operate to protect the public
26 Accredited Registers meeting standards covering 88,000 practitioners
across 55 occupations not regulated by law including cosmetic practitioners,
counsellors & psychotherapists, sports therapists, health scientists and public
health practitioners
22 policy and research reports published, and 68 consultations responded to
– making the case for more effective and right-touch regulation that focusses
on risk of harm and seeks to protect the public.

•
•

•
•

•

The full report is available here
7. Meetings and engagements
•

29 January – attended the meeting of the General Osteopathic Council, at its
offices in London
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

29 January – attended the Royal College of Chiropractors Annual General
Meeting in London
4 February – with the Director of Fitness to Practise attended a ‘roundtable’
meeting at the Department of Health and Social Care on regulatory reform,
attended by senior officials and representatives of regulatory bodies
12 February 2020 – with the Director of Finance met with our Auditors,
Haymcintyre
21 February – attended the monthly meeting of the Chief Executives of
Regulatory Bodies (CEORTB)
2 March - attended the meeting of the GCC Audit and Risk Committee
11 March – attended the ‘all-staff awayday’
13 March – meeting with the acting Chief Executive of the General and
Osteopathic Council
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1. Summary:
This new regular paper from the Director of Fitness to Practise seeks to provide
an update to Council on the following:
A. A narrative to the Fitness to Practise (FtP) dashboard; and
B. An update on FtP progress with regulatory reform proposals led by
Government, in relation to FtP matters.
2. Action required:
The Council is asked to note.

3. Introduction/background
At the meeting of the Council in December 2019 it was agreed proposals on
improvements to the regular performance report be brought to the next meeting of
Council. It was considered that more insights into the work being undertaken by the
team and how well the team is performing could be provided. Some concerns were
raised that the FtP dashboard had become too complicated.
Consequently, amendments to the dashboard have been made and an
accompanying narrative report provided.
Many items from the previous dashboard have been retained, however we have
sought to present this information more clearly. Our objective is to be clear and
concise while not overloading the dashboard with too much information. We have
incorporated new sections and introduced targets.
The dashboard can stand as a view of our FtP work ‘at a glance’ and is
supplemented with a new narrative report from the Director of Fitness to Practise.
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Our starting point is what is the key information we want to convey? The answer is
captured in questions relating to the areas of activity that are most important:
1. How many complaints are we receiving and what is the risk rating of each
complaint?
2. How many complaints are the FtP team dealing with currently and how long
have the complaints been open for?
3. How many complaints have been closed by the Investigating Committee (‘IC’),
how long did it take for the cases to be closed and what were the outcomes of
these?
4. How many ISHs have been held in the period, what have the outcomes been
and did we get these done in a timely manner?
5. How many complaints are at the ‘hearings’ stage, what has taken place at
hearings held and whether these are being dealt with in a timely manner?
6. How many Section 32 complaints are there and what progress has taken
place?
The dashboard does not follow the same dataset requirements that we provide to the
PSA on a quarterly basis. The PSA uses the same data measures for all nine
regulators. The GCC deals with so few complaints, in relation to, for example, the
NMC and the GMC, that using the same data measures is unlikely to give a good
indication of our FTP work. The PSA do not directly compare our performance with
other regulators but with our previous performance. However, any exceptions or
risks identified in our reporting to the PSA in the quarterly dataset will be provided to
the Council.
We hold a large amount of data on our FTP activity. This information is available for
Members to review on request.
Information on the nature of the complaints we receive can be found in our annual
reports on FtP performance, and key lessons are conveyed to registrants in the
monthly GCC newsletter.
An update on key issues affecting the team and function FtP is also provided in
section B.

A. Narrative to FtP Dashboard - Fitness to practise case trends
1. How many complaints are we receiving and what is the risk rating of each
complaint?
In this reporting period (1 January 2020 – 1 March 2020), we received 7
complaints 1. During the same period last year, the figure was 21 complaints. It is
too early to suggest this is a trend albeit in terms of our ability to process
efficiently this is welcome.
1

See Ref 1 in FtP Dashboard
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The risk rating of all open cases is set out in the FtP Dashboard 2.
Of the 7 complaints received in this reporting period, the risk rating (‘RR’) of these
complaints is as follows:
Low – RR1

No injury has taken place and/or issues have been
addressed

Moderate – RR2 Treatment resulted in injury, conduct was not
persistent and/or deliberate, issues have been
addressed
High – RR3
Sexual misconduct, issues complained of remain in
place, there is an ongoing risk to patients / public from
the chiropractor’s clinical practice / behaviour, conduct
is persistent and / or deliberate
Severe – RR4
Sexual misconduct, life may be in danger, risk of major
injury or serious physical or mental ill health. The
conduct is increasing in frequency and/or severity

1
1
5

0

For more information on the nature of complaints we receive, refer to FtP annual
report for 2019.
2. How many complaints are the FtP team dealing with currently and how long have
the complaints been open for?
As at 1 March 2020, the FtP team’s open case load was 57 3. During the same
period last year, this was 56 complaints. Of open cases, the median time those
cases have been open is 29 weeks 4.
We have addressed this performance target below under point 3.
3. How many complaints have been closed by the Investigating Committee (‘IC’),
how long did it take for the cases to be closed and what were the outcomes of
these?
During this reporting period, the FtP team held two IC meetings plus one interim
suspension hearing (‘ISH’).
The number of complaints closed by the IC in the reporting period was 15 5. This
compares to 7 complaints closed in the same period last year. This was a
tremendous effort by the FTP team and a credit to their hard work in the reporting
period.
The median time taken to close cases in the last 12 months is 37.5 weeks 6.
2

See Ref 5 in FtP Dashboard
See Ref 4 in FtP Dashboard
4
See Ref 6 in FtP Dashboard
5
See Ref 7 in FtP Dashboard
6
See Ref 8 in FtP Dashboard
3
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The performance target (‘the Closure Target’) from the receipt of the complaint to
a determination by the IC, of a median time of less than 28 weeks (calculated over
last 12 month period) was not met.
We remain below our target as a result of the FtP team functioning with
temporary staff since February 2019. This was to allow the core FtP staff to
focus on the FtP review project which was completed in October 2019. As a
result of this, there has been a turnover of short term temporary staff which has
impacted on our ability to investigate those cases efficiently as it takes new
members of staff some bedding in period to familiarise themselves with the cases
and GCC processes. This has coincided with the organisational structure only
recently having been finalised meaning that moving to a permanent FtP team has
not been possible. Recruitment for permanent FtP staff team is now underway
with interviews taking place in March 2020. We anticipate that all going well with
the recruitment process, the efficiency with which investigations are concluded
will been seen in the next quarter.
As part of the changes to the FtP Dashboard we have set a new internal target on
the length of time that open cases have been open (‘Open Cases Target’). This
target is for the median time of all open cases to be less than or equal to 20
weeks which will act as a good indicator of whether we can meet the 28 week
Closure Target. The current median time for open cases is 29 weeks 7 which
means the 20 week open cases target is not currently being met. We will review
whether this target is appropriate after the permanent staffing structure is
embedded.
Of the cases closed by IC, 13 8 were determined with an outcome of No Case to
Answer, 2 were referred to the Professional Conduct Committee (‘PCC’).
4. How many ISHs have been held in the period, what have the outcomes been and
did we get these done in a timely manner?
One application was made to the IC for the imposition of an Interim Suspension
Order 9(IO). The IO application related to a complaint received from a patient
who received six sessions of treatment with a Registrant and he had failed to pick
up on serious issues with her spine and vertebra. These had led her to having
emergency surgery. At the ISH, the IC accepted that the registrant had reflected
and learnt from this experience, that the likelihood of repetition was extremely low
and therefore an IO was not necessary for the protection of the public.
There was a period of 6 weeks between information being received highlighting
risk (the expert report) and the ISH on 9 January 2020. We have put further
internal processes in place in order to reduce the time period between information
indicating risk and referral to the IC to consider an ISH.

7

See Ref 6 in FtP Dashboard
See Ref 10 in FtP Dashboard
9
See Ref 11 in FtP Dashboard
8
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5. How many complaints are at the ‘hearings’ stage, what has taken place at
hearings held and whether these are being dealt with in a timely manner?
There are 10 cases awaiting a PCC hearing 10. The PCC heard two cases during
the relevant period, both of which have gone part heard and relisted for further
dates in 2020. No cases were concluded in the relevant period.
The target to list cases for a PCC hearing is within 9-months of being referred by
the IC. This has not been met as a result of one case (Case 6) where the hearing
could not be listed due to the unavailability and dates to avoid from one of the
parties.
6. How many Section 32 complaints are there and what progress has taken place?
Under section 32 of the Chiropractors Act 1993, it is a criminal offence for anyone
who is not on the GCC’s register to describe themselves (either expressly or by
implication) as a Chiropractor.
The FtP team continues to act on reports of possible breaches of section 32 and
as at 1 March 2020, is currently handling 36 active cases 11 which relates to 20
individuals.
Of the 36 active cases, the number of backlog cases (pre January 2019) is 13
complaints 12. The number of complaints received after 1 January 2019 is 23 13.
The total number of complaints closed since the start of 2020 was 6 14.
An internal target for complaints received after 1 January 2020 has been set at 16
weeks. The average time it is taking to close cases (not considering the backlog
cases) is 22.5 weeks 15.
Again this is dependent on information being received from individuals subject to
a s32 investigation that they have amended or ceased breaching the act,
however we now have processes in place to ensure that we are actively
monitoring those cases. There has been good progress on the s32 work. We
anticipate that all going well with the FtP recruitment process (which will ensure
that the s32 work is handled by more than one member of staff) will lead to
improved efficiency which will been seen in the next quarter.
4. Attachments
Annexe A – FtP Dashboard

10

See Ref 12 in FtP Dashboard
See Ref 16 in FtP Dashboard
12
See Ref 18 in FtP Dashboard
13
See Ref 19 in FtP Dashboard
14
See Ref 20 in FtP Dashboard
15
See Ref 22 in FtP Dashboard
11
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B. Update on FtP regulatory reform
This part of the paper is to provide an update on FtP regulatory reform since the last
Council meeting in December and the briefing note which was circulated to
members in January.
The Department of Health and Social Care’s (DHSC) consultation on the future of
regulation (looking specifically at FtP and Operational Framework) is now
underway.
A roundtable meeting was held in February with at DHSC and representatives of
each of the regulatory bodies (RBs) to discuss the updated version of the legal
instructions. We have also been asked to provide written responses to the updated
instructions which has been completed.
The key issues for Council to be aware:
•

DHSC is planning to make all the changes via secondary legislation
(amending legislation via s.60 order) - with a power for the RBs to set their
operational procedures through rules made by the RB, removing the
requirement for Privy Council (PC) oversight and approval. The only
exceptions to this relate to fee-making powers or where the RB does anything
‘novel or surprising’ allowing the PC to have default powers to step in.

•

This is in furtherance of the intention to have a single consistent overarching
framework providing a full suite of powers to all the RBs allowing us to share
best practice and adapt processes in a timely responsive manner.

•

In providing a full suite of powers to all the RB’s, we will have the power to
introduce Case Examiners into our FtP process with the expectation that
cases could be dealt with more quickly by a Case Examiner than referring
cases to the Investigating Committee (IC).

•

The Case Examiner role is not one that forms part of the GCC’s current FtP
process, meaning that all cases must be referred to the IC who have a
limited function in determining whether there is a case to answer.

•

Case Examiners are individuals (whether employees or otherwise) who, in
effect, carry out the functions of the current IC. This will include the new
power for consensual disposal. There is usually one registrant case examiner
and one lay case examiner. The decision of the case examiners must be
unanimous. Where the Case Examiners do not agree, the matter will be
decided by the IC. The current policy instructions do not explicitly refer to
retaining an IC and it is proposed by DHSC that it will be for the RB (via rules)
to determine the composition of the Case Examiners and whether they require
a separate IC.

•

Case Examiners will have the power to consensually dispose of any case with
the agreement of the Registrant without the need for a contested hearing, by
agreeing a sanction of the kind which a PCC would have been likely to make
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in any event. This includes all the sanctions available to a PCC (removal,
suspension, conditions of practise order).
•

Case Examiners will also have the power to make a decision and impose
sanctions in relation to fitness to practise where a registrant has failed to
engage (i.e. not responded to the invitation to consensually dispose of the
case). In this situation where the registrant has not engaged, they will be
given an extended consideration period (timeframe to be determined by
DHSC) to allow for re-engagement in the case, failing which the measure
proposed by the Case Examiner will automatically come into force.

•

The intention behind the Case Examiner role is to determine the bulk of cases
with only a limited number requiring consideration at a hearing. It is proposed
that the Case Examiner should have the power to refer cases to a hearing if it
is not possible to secure consensual disposal with a registrant, or, for example
the seriousness of the case warrants consideration at a hearing.

•

There will be discretionary power on RBs to consider the outcome of an initial
investigation and decide, if appropriate, that there is no further action to be
taken and close the case pre consideration by the Case Examiner. This will
address the current issue whereby we, as well as some of the other RBs, are
obliged to treat all referrals as an allegation and fully investigate even where
the allegation does not meet the RBs remit or evidential test.

•

As part of the full suite of powers to all the RB’s, we would also be able to
impose interim orders on the additional grounds of public interest or interest
of the registrant as well as protection of the public. There will also be no
maximum periods for an interim order which will alleviate the tensions
caused by our current limitation to only impose an interim order for two
months.

With regards to timeline: DHSC have circulated an estimated timeline which is
not set in stone. This anticipates that all RBs will have finalised the drafting of
their legislation (we understand that to mean the s.60 order and the RB rules) by
September 2020. This is due to be followed by a 10 week consultation period to
commence in November 2020 (we also understand this relates the s.60 order
and the GCC rules), leading to an analysis of consultation responses and any
re-drafting to take place between February - May 2021 allowing the legislation to
be laid in parliament in the summer of 2021 and get the order in place for August
2021.
The GCC will be collaborating with RBs to ensure that are joint working
arrangements with regards to the drafting of rules so that any costs associated
(particularly those relating to legal support) can be shared and reduced.
5. Recommendations
The Council is asked to note the report.
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1

11.

Interim Suspension hearing decisions in 2020

1 (0 suspended)
Date complaint received to hearing = 18 weeks
Date enough information received to hearing = 6 weeks

Cases referred for hearing
12.

14.

Cases awaiting a PCC hearing

Number of PCC hearings held in last quarter

Case

Date referred
from IC

Date listed
for hearing

Status

Case 1

25/09/2018

11/06/2020

Went part heard twice

Case 2

16/07/2019

27/04/2020

Went part heard

Case 3

23/07/2019

02/03/2020

Case 4

23/07/2019

20/04/2020

Case 5

20/08/2019

01/04/2020

Case 6

22/10/2019

05/10/2020

Not listed in 9 months

Case 7

11/12/2019

Not Listed

Not currently listed

Case 8

11/12/2019

Not Listed

Not currently listed

Case 9

28/01/2020

Not Listed

Not currently listed

Case 10

25/02/2020

Not Listed

Not currently listed

13.

Recent hearings activity

2

Number of hearings concluded in last quarter

0

Number of adjournments/case going part heard in last
quarter

2
15.

Decisions of the PCC in 2020
Decision

Number

Struck off

0

Suspended

0

Conditions of Practice

0

Target

Admonishment

0

All cases to be listed for a hearing within 9 months of being referred by IC

No UPC

0

No Evidence Offered

0

Target not met
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Section 32 complaints (illegal use of title ‘chiropractor’ etc.)
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CO190920-5B
Business Plan 2019 Update
Richard Kavanagh, Business Officer and Project Manager
17 March 2020

1. Summary
The paper provides an update on our performance against the 2020 Business Plan.
2. Action required: For information

3. Introduction and background
The Business Plan was agreed by Council in December 2019. There are four
strategic areas that form both the five year strategy and the business plan 2019.
These are:
•

We promote standards
We will set, assure compliance and promote educational, professional &
registration standards alongside lifelong learning

•

We develop the profession
We will facilitate collaborative strategic work to support the profession in its
development

•

We investigate and act
We will take right touch action on complaints, the misuse of title or where
registration standards are not met

•

We deliver value
We will be a great place to work, work together and deliver effective /efficient
services

We have used these categories to group the relevant projects in Annexe 1.
The Business Plan for 2020 is an ambitious programme of work - there are 25
projects within the business plan (the programme) in total, some are of a larger scale
with higher budgetary requirements than others.
4. Project work
In the majority of the projects, work is led by only one individual – this is the nature of
a small organisation; our tight staffing structure does not allow for much ‘give’ and if
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staff members are absent, projects may suffer - this is a risk. We consider our
mitigation in relation to this to be to ensure more than just the project owner has an
understanding of the work that is due to take place. On some projects we have set
up ‘project teams’ made up of personnel across functions that, on bigger work, are
best placed to assist the project lead, depending on the work required. Programme
board meetings are held every two/three weeks with members of staff directly
involved in delivering the projects. Updates on the programme are reported to the
CE on a weekly basis.
5. Summary
This is the first report to Council on the 2020 business plan. Updates on each
specific project can be found at Annex 1.
•
•
•
•
•

18 of the 25 projects are on track.
8 projects have not yet started.
1 project is currently on hold
Timescales for 2 projects need to be amended to later in the year
We are yet to complete any projects.

In three projects (refs 12, 13, 22) we have broken down the business plan activities
into two sections and this is shown in the Annexe by having sections (a) and (b)
added to the end of the business plan reference number. This allows for the work
to be more manageable.
There are 3 activities with a timeframe of ‘ongoing’. We recognise that this is an
ambiguous term in relation to project work. The work required for these projects is
completed by carrying out various different pieces and is measured as an
accumulation of smaller completed pieces. We are currently working towards turning
these specific project lines into specific and measurable projects in totality and
breaking the areas up into smaller pieces with set timeframes. This is an evolving
piece.
The majority of the work that has not yet started is due to the capacity of the
members of staff that are leading on other projects. In all but two of these projects
the timescale is not due until quarter 4 of 2020. Consequently, there are currently no
concerns that having not started these projects yet represents a risk.
6. Exceptions and risks
Ref 8 - In planning and scoping out this piece of work it is apparent that the original
timeframe for completion of June was unrealistic for such a large project and would
not allow time to develop the competences, discuss with Education Committee and
consult with education providers. In parallel, discussions are being held with the
Royal College of Chiropractors (RCC) regarding the proposed grant funding to cover
the fees for graduates to undertake the RCC’s Post Registration Training
Programme, the timing of implementation and revised quality assurance
arrangements to improve the robustness of the PRT completion process.
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Ref 11 – This is a joint project in collaboration with the General Osteopathic Council.
We are reliant upon their project lead who has been off on long term sick leave. We
are in discussion with GOsC about how this can be taken forward.
Ref 19 – We have implemented new IT hardware in the previous quarter (a project
not captured in the business plan explicitly) which allows for newer modes of working
and cloud-based solutions that can make changes to our digital documentation
storage. We have considered our document management arrangements and,
following meetings with our external IT consultant and after some benchmarking with
other regulators, are now aware that a simple move, as first expected, is too much of
a risk without further consideration and a clear ‘roadmap’. We do not want to rush
forward with this work without making clear and well thought out decisions on how
we want to work as an organisation and how that affects our document management
generally. This work is in progress and we are due to receive a proposal from our IT
consultant in due course. However, we will not meet the timeframe set in the
business plan and will consider a more relevant timeframe for completion. This does
not present a risk; it is in itself mitigating against rushing into a poor, uninformed
decisions.
7. Implications
a. Strategic
The business plan relates directly to the five year strategy.
b. Legal and compliance
There may be legal implications arising from this paper, in relation to FtP and
Registrations departments. Legal advice may be required to make sure any
proposed process changes remain within our current legislative rules.
c. Risk assessment / analysis

Identified risk
Reputational –
unable to complete
work in timescales
that we have
previously
communicated to the
profession
Staff absences
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Risk
likelihood
*
Possible

Possible, as
noted in body
of report

Impact of risk†
Minor

Moderate to
major

Strategy to manage
risk
Being open and
transparent with
stakeholders when
communicating the
status of work,
explaining the reasons
for any delays.
Programme board
meetings allow for all
members to discuss all
projects in depth.
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Project manager
maintains an overview
of all projects within the
programme. Project
documentation which
sets out in plain terms
each project,
responsibilities,
outcomes and other
relevant information for
each project is in
development.
* For example, likelihood ratings: 1 (Rare); 2 (Unlikely); 3 (Possible); 4 (Likely); 5 (Almost Certain)
†
For example, impact ratings: 1 (Insignificant); 2 (Minor); 3 (Moderate); 4 (Major); 5 (Catastrophic)

d. Equality
There are equality implications arising from this paper. Projects which causes
changes to the way we work and has an impact on individuals may require equality
impact assessments.
e. Communications
There are communications implications arising from this paper. There are increased
opportunities and requirements to engage with all of our stakeholders as part of the
programme work.

8. Recommendation
The Council is asked to note the report.
9. Attachments
Annexe 1 – Business plan status table, March 2020
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Ref BP Activity
We Promote Standards

Timescale

Scale

1

Ongoing

Large

2

Review the need for changes to our
education standards to include the wider
public health agenda.

To EC by
November

Medium

3

Evaluate whether the changes made to
our CPD summary have led to greater
evidence of reflection amongst registrants

June but
report to go
to EC in April

Medium

4

Respond to policy relating to Governance
and FTP emerging from the department of
health’s regulatory reform agenda

No indication
of timeframe.
DOH have
said it will be
“soon”

Medium

March 2021
(+ Regular
updates to
Council)

Large

Inquiry: First aid guidance issued – 27/01/2020
Inquiry: Pre-treatment imaging – terms of reference drafted. Next
steps to follow.
Coronavirus information and joint statement of regulators –
03/03/2020, 04,03,2020
Monthly lessons learned meetings –24/01/2020 and information
disseminated in Jan-March newsletters
Not yet started
Meeting with RCC to follow. Other projects have been prioritised
considering timeframe of project.
On track
Proposal agreed with RCC to review CPD submissions 2019. Draft
report for EC meeting on 01/04/2020 to follow.
On track
Written Submissions made on 14/02/2020
Next steps to follow.
On track
Proposal received 25/02/2020 and under consideration.

Cross functional

Education

Registrations

CE/Crossfunctional

Development

On track

7

Implement student engagement strategy

Strategy to
be published
by June

Medium

8

Develop a set of competencies for new
graduates

June
December

Large

9

Survey the public on their views and
expectations of the chiropractic profession
and regulation

December

Medium
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Responsibility

On track

Capture and use our knowledge to
provide a sharper focus in our regulatory
work by publishing and promoting
guidance that supports chiropractic best
practice and enables ‘upstreaming’ of
complaints

We Develop the Profession
Commission research and survey existing
chiropractic patients on their experiences
6
and satisfaction to strengthen patient
voice

Status

Teesside education visit 16/01/2020
Student competition winner visited GCC 04/03/2020
Students attending EC meeting on 01/04/2020 from all institutions
Regular newsletter updates sent to Students (monthly)
On track but will not meet original timeframe
Discussions held. RCC to attend next Education Committee meeting.
On track
Tender sent out on 03/02/2020 and four received

Development

Development

Development

IDs

10

Enhance professionalism within
chiropractic by promoting opportunities for
graduates, researchers, academics and
other career pathways

11

Support and promote inter-professional
learning and working between
chiropractors and other healthcare
professionals

On track
December

Medium

12a

12b

Recruit new PCC members (registrant
only)

Development

On hold
April

Medium

We Investigate and Act
Recruit new IC members (Lay and
registrant)

Project inception meeting held with provider. Review meeting
13/03/2020

October

Project is in collaboration with GOsC. Unlikely that timeframe can be
met due to issues at GOsC beyond our control – project lead illness.
Not yet started

Medium

Early discussions held between GCC staff. Other projects have been
prioritised considering timeframe of project.
Not yet started

September

Medium

Early discussions held between GCC staff. Other projects have been
prioritised considering timeframe of project.

Development

FTP/Governanc
e
FTP/Governanc
e

On track
13a

Legal policy review of whistleblowing in
clinics.

July

13b

Correspondence with complainants and
registrants review based on feedback
received

First batch
analysis –
July

14

Consider our expert witness
arrangements

Small

External firm undertaking work on Whistleblowing – initial case related
advice received. Instructions to draft a policy are outstanding and will
be actioned on 01/04/20.

FTP

On track
Medium

Feedback currently being gathered for all complaints received in 2019.
Analysis to follow.

FTP/Corporate

Not yet started
October

Small

Recruitment drive to start in June/July 2020. FTP team involved in
other projects/business as usual that requires priority currently.

FTP

On track

15

Increase and improve our engagement
with our partners and key stakeholders,
including appraisals, regular updates and
access to learning opportunities
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Ongoing

Small

Teesside University Education visit – 16/01/2020
RCC AGM and Winter conference – 29/01/2020
PSA conference – 04/03/2020
UCLAN visit – 26/03/2020
New partners bulletin to be developed by May 2020.
New learning and development portal to be accessible to members in
due course.

Cross-functional

16

Hold a ‘lessons learnt’ steering group
regarding the advertising complaints
closed in 2019

On track
May

Small

We Deliver Value

FTP

On track

17

Implement a mandatory learning and
development programme for staff and
assess performance and development
needs on an individual basis

18

Implement a case management system
for the FTP department

October

19

Review and update our IT document
management arrangements

March
New date
TBC

Large

20

Move to a paperless system for council
and committees

March
New date
TBC

Small

21

Review IT support contract arrangements

June

Medium

22a

Run a recruitment exercise for two new
registrant Council members

May

Medium

22b

Run a recruitment exercise for one new
lay Education Committee member and
two reappointments

April
June

Medium

23

Carry out staff initiatives to gauge and
improve the contentment and wellbeing of
the staff team including publishing a
mental health and wellbeing policy

June

Small

24a

Make continuous improvements to
website

Ongoing

Medium

24b

Make continuous improvements to the
new CRM system

June

Large
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Agenda prepared for meeting on 30/03/202 with complainants.
Steering group to meet in due course.

May

Medium

Microlearn e-learning implemented.
Appraisals have taken place.

CE

Not yet started.
Large

Early considerations being made with external consultant. Full scoping
work to follow. Relevant personnel working on other projects currently.

Corporate/FTP

24

On track but will not meet original timeframe
New laptops in place which enables different modes of working.
External consultant to provide ‘roadmap’ for changes to be made.
Included in work for (19).
Not yet started
New DCS role to undertake once started in role.
On track
Expected conclusion date: 18/05/2020
Not yet started
Personnel currently working on other work with deadlines (Education
Committee) before this can commence.
On track
Away day 11/03/2020

Corporate

Corporate
Corporate
Governance
Education/Gove
rnance

CE

On track
Meeting held with web provider and small scale work taking place –
SEO improvements, Static maps, Improvements to register search
Ongoing
Currently clearing issues from 2019 retention period and working on
Phase 1.1. Phase 2 to begin in due course.

Corporate

Corporate/Regis
trations

19

On track
25

Review our existing business continuity
plan including disaster recover and update
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March

Medium

In correspondence with HCPC about aligning policies. Plan will take
into consideration elements discussed at away day in relation to
culture/values/working together etc. Need for this to be completed
sooner is important in light of Coronavirus, however specific action
planning taking place separately on this.

Corporate

Agenda item:
Subject:
Presenter:
Date:

CO200317-05C
Finance Report – Management Accounts, February 2020
Rui Domingues, Director of Finance
17 March 2020

Summary
This paper updates the Council on financial aspects of the GCC’s activities.
Action required: To note.

1. Key points regarding figures to February 2020
In December 2019, Council approved a breakeven budget for 2020 of £3k. For the
two months to the end of February, there is a small surplus of £29k, ahead of the
budgeted surplus of £7k. Summary figures for end-February are shown below.
£’000s

Actual

Budget

Variance

Income

482

459

23

Expenditure

453

452

0

29

7

22

Surplus / Deficit

Key variances are due to:
•

Better retention figures for 2020 on practising registrants increasing income

•

Higher PCC volumes adversely affecting costs

•

Technology projects behind plan leading to a timing difference on these
costs
Staff restructure costs lower than expected

•

2. Recommendation
The Council is asked to note this report.
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C-1903/

To:

General Chiropractic Council

From:

Richard Kavanagh, Business Officer and Project Manager

Subject:

Annual FTP report 2019

Date:

17 March 2020

1. Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to provide an annual report on the GCC’s fitness to
practise activity for 2019. The Council are asked to approve the publication of the
report.
2. Background
The GCC publishes a report on its fitness to practise activity on an annual basis.
This report is published to meet several objectives:
•
•
•

Account to patients, the public, the profession, and other stakeholders on the
Council’s protection duty
To ensure that our processes are efficient and to improve if we can
To extract learning and disseminate this to contribute to improvements of
care provided by registered chiropractors

3. Action required
Council is asked to approve the publication of the report on the website.
4. Financial implications
There are no financial implications arising from this paper.
5. Legal or Risk Implications
There are no legal or risk implications arising from this paper.
6. Equality Implications
There are no equality implications arising from this paper.
7. Communications Implications
There are communications implications arising from this paper. There is an
opportunity to communicate to the profession our findings, particularly in relation to
the most common allegations that chiropractors were faced with and the nature of
cases where chiropractors were found guilty of unacceptable professional conduct in
2019.
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Fitness to Practise Annual Report
2019
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About Fitness to Practise (FtP)
The Code
The Code represents the benchmark of conduct and practice
against which chiropractors are measured.
The Code became effective from 30 June 2016 replacing the Code
of Practice and Standard of Proficiency (2010).
The Code is arranged around eight principles that require
chiropractors to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Put the health interests of patients first
Act with honesty and integrity and maintain the highest standards of professional and
personal conduct
Provide a good standard of clinical care and practice
Establish and maintain a clear professional relationship with patients
Obtain informed consent for all aspects of patient care
Communicate properly and effectively with patients, colleagues and other healthcare
professionals
Maintain, develop and work within professional knowledge and skills
Maintain and protect patient information

Investigating complaints
The GCC must investigate any complaint made about a registrant. The types of complaint it
can investigate are:
•
•
•

Treatment, care or advice given by a chiropractor
The professional or personal behaviour of a chiropractor
Serious impairment of fitness to practise due to the physical or mental health of a
chiropractor

What complaints are the GCC unable to investigate?
•
•
•
•

The GCC can only investigate registered chiropractors
The GCC regulates individual chiropractors and does not accept complaints against
clinics
The GCC cannot resolve matters that relate solely to payment
The GCC has no power in relation to compensation whatsoever
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The investigating process followed by the GCC fitness to practise team is as follows:
We receive a written complaint.

We carry out an investigation.

We invite the complainant to give us a
statement of evidence.
We may get more information from the
complainant and other witnesses.

We send a copy of the complaint or
statement to the chiropractor, who has 28
days to give observations.
If relevant, we obtain chiropractic records.

We send the chiropractor’s observations
to the complainant for comments.
Any comments are sent to the
chiropractor for additional observations.

The GCC Investigating Committee
considers all the documentary evidence
provided by both parties.
The Committee may ask for more
information before making a final decision.

Case to answer

No case to answer

The Committee draws up an
allegation for referral to the GCC
Professional Conduct Committee or
Health Committee. We tell the
chiropractor and the complainant the
reason for the decision.

Case closed. We tell the
chiropractor and the complainant the
reason for the decision.
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Performance summary
2019

2018

62

58

No Case to Answer

54

47

Referral to Professional Conduct
Committee

8

11

Number of cases concluded by Professional Conduct Committee

7

11

Number of registrants removed (‘struck off’) from the register

0

1

Number of registrants suspended from the register

0

0

Number of registrants receiving a conditions of practice order

1

2

Number of registrants receiving an admonishment

1

2

Median

37

27

Longest case

81

79

Shortest case

6

5

52 weeks

8

6

Number of open cases (at the end of
104 weeks
the year) which are older than:

2

0

156 weeks

0

0

Number of cases concluded by Investigating Committee
Number of cases concluded by
Investigating Committee with the
following outcome:

Time from receipt of initial
complaint to the final Investigating
Committee decision (in weeks):

Key points
•
•
•
•
•
•

In 2019 the number of complaints received about chiropractors’ fitness to practise
increased by 37% from 2018
Complaints were made about 79 chiropractors.
Most complaints are received from patients
Most complaints relate to substandard treatment
Of the cases concluded by the Investigating Committee 8 of these were referred to
a Professional Conduct Committee hearing
Two chiropractors were found guilty of unacceptable professional conduct by the
Professional Conduct Committee
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Complaints received

In 2019 the GCC received 85 1 complaints about chiropractors. This is a 37% increase in
complaints received in 2018. Over the last five years the average number of complaints
received is around 60 per year.
The complaints were about 79 registered chiropractors. Two registrants received two
complaints against them, and one registrant received five complaints against them in the
year.

Complaints received

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

85

62 2

72

43

56

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

Complaints received by month
On average we received 7 complaints per month with a peak of 13 complaints received in
February.
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Source of

1

This number may change as time progresses. Some ‘enquiries’ that we receive in a year may not be deemed a section 20 ‘complaint’
initially or at all. The date the ‘complaint’ is received may overlap with the date that we decide it has become a section 20 matter, for
example, an enquiry could be received in 2019, but the decision that it should be considered as a section 20 ‘complaint’ may not occur
until 2020.
2
This figure was reported as 61 in the FtP report 2018. The final figure was 62 for the reason set out in footnote 1.
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complaints
Most complaints are made by a patient or a relative of a patient, accounting for 61 or nearly
three-quarters of all complaints in 2018.
Source of complaint

Number

Patient/Relative of

61

Member of public/private organisation

6

Other Chiropractor/Clinic where worked

5

Anonymous

4

Other Healthcare Professional

4

Public Sector Organisation (e.g. Police)

2

Registrar

2

Self Referral

1

Total

85

Nature of complaints
Understanding the nature and volumes of complaints contributes to the development of the
profession. We want to support the profession by being transparent about complaints and
where necessary provide guidance where there are common themes or trends – so that the
learning shared informs practise.
Importantly, allegations raised are just that; allegations. Whether or not these are proven is
not a consideration in this section of the report, and in highlighting serves to aid
understanding where complaints have been made.

Our approach
A complaint received by the GCC is reviewed by a member of the fitness to practise team,
who completes an initial case report recording the allegation and issues raised by the
complainant. This case report records all allegations made, including where more than one
allegation is made by a complainant. This explains why the number of allegations (202) is
greater than the number of complaints received in the year (85).
Cases are assigned a category and broken down into type and, in some cases, subtype. For
example, a complaint concerning injury from treatment is categorised as clinical care, the
type would be substandard treatment and the subtype rough or aggressive treatment causing
injury/pain.
Category
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Subtype
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Clinical care

e.g. substandard
treatment/inadequate record
keeping etc.

e.g. Rough/aggressive
treatment causing
injury/pain

Nature of complaint by category
Most complaints contain more than two allegations about the chiropractor. The highest
number of allegations made in a complaint was nine.
Of the 85 complaints received, 43 alleged a failing relating to clinical care.
In 41 separate complaints there was an allegation of a failing in communication/consent or
professional relationships.
In 20 cases there was an allegation made about a chiropractor’s probity.
Base: 85 cases
Nature of Complaint

Number of allegations raised

Clinical care

85

Communication/Consent/Professional Relationships

78

Probity

21

Working with colleagues

8

Conviction/Criminality

3

Unprofessional behaviour outside practice

2

Business/employment issues

1

Health

0

Compliance with GCC investigations

0

Other

4

Total

202

Clinical care allegations - by type and subtype
The most commonly occurring allegation relating to clinical care is the patient receiving
substandard treatment.
Type

Number of allegations raised

Substandard treatment

81

Inadequate record keeping

3
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Breach of patient confidentiality

1

Poor hygiene practice

0

Substandard treatment
This covers a wide variety of concerns raised, for example the patient was injured and there
was also no diagnosis.
Number of
allegations
identified

Subtype (Substandard treatment)
Concern about treatment techniques/approach/dissatisfied with treatment

21

Rough/aggressive treatment causing injury/pain

19

Inappropriate/contraindicated/excessive treatment/lack of clinical justification

15

Lack of further investigation/follow up/review

6

Lack of clinical justification for investigations/x-rays

5

Misdiagnosis/No diagnosis

4

Failure to refer, when appropriate

4

Inadequate assessment/case history

3

Failure to adhere to x-ray guidelines

2

Failure to work within limits of knowledge, skills and competence

1

Failure to examine/inadequate examination

1

Communication/Consent/Professional Relationships by type and
subtype
The second largest category of complaint is Communication/Consent/Professional
Relationships.
Type

Number of
allegations
raised

Communication

35

Sexual boundaries

24
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Failure to preserve patient's privacy and dignity/not providing chaperone

8

Financial impropriety with patients

4

Consent

3

Intimidation of patient/pressure/undue influence to undergo treatment

3

Failure/delays in providing access to records

1

Communication
Poor communication between patient and chiropractor consistently forms an element of or
reason for a referral.
Subtype (Communication)

Number of
allegations raised

Rudeness to patient/lack of respect or sympathy/empathy

10

Failure to respond to communication from complainant/comply with
patient request

8

Inappropriate comments/language

5

Failure to explain or agree diagnosis/treatment or treatment
plan/results
Failure to provide adequate information about complaints
procedure/poor complaint handling

4
4

Failure to explain fees adequately/mechanisms for payment

2

Failure to explain refusal to treat

1

Bullying/Harassment/discrimination

1

The most commonly occurring complaint received related to the chiropractor being
rude/showing lack of respect or sympathy/empathy.

Sexual boundaries
There were 18 separate complaints alleging sexual behaviour by a chiropractor. While this
is an increase from the previous year, more complaints were received in 2019, so, in
proportion terms, this is the same as 2018.
Subtype (Sexual boundaries)

Number of
allegations raised

Inappropriate contact with patient's body/intimate areas

8
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Indecent/sexualised behaviour

7

Inappropriate personal/sexual relationship with patient

6

Use of sexualised language/comments

3

Probity
In this category, the largest number of allegations related to misleading advertising/claims
made on website.
Subtype (Probity)

Number of
allegations raised

Misleading advertising/claims made on website

6

Dishonesty/Failure to fulfil duty of candour to be open and honest
with all patients
False representation of skills/experience/registration/use of doctor
title
Practising while not registered/Practising on non practising register/
Practising without indemnity insurance

5
4
4

Improper alteration of records/clinic diary

1

Financial deception/fraud/improper charging

1

Commonly occurring allegations in 2019
The most commonly occurring allegations in 2019 were:
1. Concern about treatment techniques/approach/dissatisfied with treatment
2. Rough or aggressive treatment causing injury or pain to the patient
3. Inappropriate or excessive treatment/lack of clinical justification/contraindicated treatment
4. The patient experiencing rudeness from the chiropractor which may include a lack of
respect or sympathy/empathy
5. Failure to respond to communication from complainant/comply with patient request
=

Failure to preserve patient's privacy and dignity/no chaperone

=

Inappropriate contact with patient's body/intimate areas

It is of note that whilst the most common occurring allegation may relate to substandard
treatment, if appropriate or clear communication between chiropractor and patient had
taken place, this could have avoided this type of allegation being referred to the GCC.
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Investigating Committee
The GCC Investigating Committee (IC) investigates complaints made to the GCC about a
chiropractor’s conduct, professional incompetence or health, to establish whether there is a
‘case to answer’. If there is a case to answer, the IC will refer the complaint for
consideration by the GCC Professional Conduct Committee (PCC) or Health Committee
(HC).
IC meetings are not held in public. The Committee sits with a Legal Assessor to advise the
Committee on points of law and procedure, but has no decision-making role.
In 2019, the IC determined 62 cases compared to 58 cases in 2018.

Cases determined

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

62

58

67

43

41

Cases determined by month
July, August and December saw a large amount of complaints closed. Fewer cases were
determined in comparison to these months.
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Decisions of the Investigating Committee
Of the 62 cases that were determined by the IC in 2019, 8 were referred on to the PCC
(13%). This is the lowest rate of referral in the last five years.
Decision of the IC

2019

%

No Case to Answer

54

87% 47

81%

51

76% 28

65% 25

61%

Referred to PCC

8

13% 11

19%

16

24% 15

35% 16

39%

Total

62

67

43

41
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Professional Conduct Committee
The Professional Conduct Committee (PCC) determines allegations about a chiropractor’s
conduct or professional incompetence referred to it by the IC. Allegations that have been
referred to the PCC are considered either at a public hearing. On rare occasions, parts of a
hearing may be held in private.
The PCC members are both chiropractors and, non-chiropractic, lay members. At each
hearing there must be at least three PCC members present and include one chiropractor
and one lay member. The panel is chaired by a lay member. The PCC sits with a Legal
Assessor, advising the Committee on points of law and procedure, who has no decisionmaking role.
If the PCC decides that the allegation against the chiropractor is not well founded, no
further action will be taken. However, if the PCC decides that the allegation is well founded,
it must impose a sanction.
Sanctions available to the PCC are
•
•
•
•

Admonishment
Conditions of practice order
Suspension
Removal from the Register

In 2019 seven cases were determined by the PCC.
Two chiropractors were found guilty of unacceptable professional conduct in 2019. One
chiropractor received a conditions of practice order and one received an admonishment.
In five cases the chiropractor was found not guilty of unacceptable professional conduct.
PCC decision

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

Removal

0

1

1

2

1

Suspension

0

0

2

0

1

Conditions of Practice

1

2

0

1

1

Admonishment

1

2

5

0

5

No UPC

5

4

6

3

8

GCC offered no evidence

0

2

2

7

6

Total

7

11

16

13

22
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Review hearings
Where a chiropractor has been either suspended or a conditions of practice order imposed
at a previous hearing, a review hearing may be held to ensure the chiropractor is safe to
return to the register.
There were three review hearings in 2019 that related to two individuals. In one review
hearing the chiropractor’s conditions of practice order was revoked. In the other case, the
chiropractors’ conditions of practice order was extended for a further three months.

PCC Caseload
At the end of 2019 there were 8 cases that were yet to be determined by the PCC. This is
an increase by one at the end of 2018.

Health Committee
The Health Committee (HC) determines allegations of serious impairment of a
chiropractor’s fitness to practise due to ill health.
The HC did not meet in 2019.
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PCC cases where the chiropractor was found guilty of
Unacceptable Professional Conduct (UPC)
This section of the report is produced in accordance with the Chiropractors Act 1994,
Section 22(14), which requires the Committee to publish a report setting out the names of
those chiropractors in respect of whom it has investigated allegations and found the
allegations to be well founded.
Name and
registration
number
AKINDELE,
Kolawole

Date of Source of Outcome
Decision complaint
9 May
2019

Patient

Conditions of
Practice Order

13 May
2019

Patient

Admonishment At an appointment, on an
unknown date, Mr Smith said to
Patient A, "you look tired", sat on
the sofa beside Patient A and
began rubbing her upper back
and/or neck and/or shoulders
around to her shoulder blades;
and/or touched Patient A around
her shoulders and/or collar bones
and/or upper chest. The conduct
described was inappropriate.

01047

SMITH,
Simon
00870
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Summary of facts found
proved and amounting to
UPC
On or about 5 May 2017 Mr
Akindele provided chiropractic
treatment to Patient A at the
Clinic.
In the course of the appointment
on that day Mr Akindele applied,
and/or caused to be applied, an
electro-therapeutic device to
Patient A during the course of
her appointment.
He did so:
• Prior to conducting an
assessment of Patient A,
formulating a working
diagnosis and/or
developing a plan of care;
and/or
• Without adequately
explaining the findings of
his assessment, his
diagnosis and/or his
treatment plan; and/or
• Without Patient A’s
informed consent
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Advertising cases
At the beginning of 2018 the GCC began to process 293 complaints received from the
Good Thinking Society about advertising standards made by chiropractors in marketing
their services. Meetings of the GCC Investigating Committee (IC) were scheduled from
October 2018 to August 2019.
The GCC committed to provide feedback by way of lessons learned on conclusion of the
advertising case load which included gathering feedback from the IC and staff team to inform
what worked well, how we might manage such complaints in the future – and what we
convey to the profession by way of lessons learned.
The IC found ‘no case to answer’ with regard to the 293 cases. In its feedback, the IC
noted its findings should not be equated with the complaints not raising valid concerns.
Indeed, in many of the cases the IC found matters which may have been of concern at the
time of the original complaint but which had subsequently been fully remedied by the
Registrant so it was unlikely to amount to unacceptable professional conduct.
Feedback was compiled on the advertising cases by way of lessons learned and Council
agreed to the following recommendations at its meeting in June 2019:
i.

Publication of GCC’s lessons learned report which was circulated to the GCC’s
Registrants and stakeholders via the newsletter in November 2019;

ii.

Liaising with the Expert with a view to making the report publicly available;

iii.

Consideration of traffic light system of conditions which chiropractors can claim
to treat;

iv.

Consideration of establishing steering group to monitor scientific publications
and maintain a profession-wide, up-to-date shared database of level one and
other scientific evidence in support of various treatment modalities and
conditions treated;

v.

GCC/ASA/CAP guidance on three areas, namely:
- level/nature of scientific guidance required to substantiate claims of effectiveness
- use of patient testimonials
- use of the courtesy title “Dr”

vi.

Engagement with the following:
- Complainant to provide feedback on complaints closed;
- ASA/CAP to update list of conditions and agree MOU.
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vii.

Consultation on amendments to GCC code B3 and amended from October
2019;

viii.

On completion of current advertising caseload, the March 2015 policy paper
setting out previous approach taken to advertising cases to be superseded by
operational arrangements in place.
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Interim Suspension hearings
Investigating Committee
If a complaint received raises an immediate concern for the protection of the public, the
Investigating Committee (IC) will hold an ‘interim suspension’ hearing to consider whether
it should suspend the registration of the chiropractor being investigated.
If the IC decides that it needs to suspend the registrant to protect the public, the order
cannot last longer than two months and will be in place while the complaint is investigated.
If granted, the Interim Suspension Order is effective immediately. The Committee has no
power to revoke an order once it has been made.
There were ten IC interim suspension hearings held in 2019, an increase of both the
number of hearings held and where a suspension resulted compared to 2018.
2019
Hearings held
Interim
suspension
ordered
Interim
suspension not
ordered

10

%

2018 %

2017 %

2016 %

2015 %

3

7

13

3

2

20% 0

0

1

8

80% 3

100% 6

14% 3

23% 1

33%

86% 10

77% 2

67%

Professional Conduct Committee
If the PCC decides that a complaint that has been referred to it by the IC is so serious that
the public might need immediate protection, it will hold an interim suspension hearing. If
the PCC decides that it needs to impose an Interim Suspension Order to protect the public,
the Order is effective immediately, and it lasts until the end of the PCC process.
There was one PCC interim suspension hearing held in 2019, the registrant having been
interim suspended by an Investigating Committee earlier in the year.
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Section 32 complaints
Under Section 32 of the Chiropractors Act 1994, a person who (whether expressly or by
implication) describes themselves as a chiropractor, chiropractic practitioner,
chiropractitioner, chiropractic physician, or any other kind of chiropractor, is guilty of an
offence unless he/she is a registered chiropractor.
Over the course of a year, we receive a number of complaints that relate to individuals that
describe themselves as above.
Following review, the GCC can take several courses of action. These include:
•

Issuing advice to make changes to websites, publications and other relevant
marketing materials

•

Sending a ‘cease and desist’ letter, instructing inquiry agents to obtain more
information

•

Recommending that the case is closed.

Where letters have been sent, the GCC checks that appropriate action has been taken.
In cases where the breach or potential breach of section 32 is of very serious concern, the
Registrar will consider whether to prosecute. In 2018 the GCC commenced one such
prosecution which led to a conviction in 2019 which was subsequently overturned at appeal
in late 2019.
During 2019 the GCC focused on clearing a backlog of complaints regarding the misuse of
title. 125 complaints were reviewed and closed in 2019.
We aim to clear the remaining backlog of 13 complaints received between 2015-2018 in
2020 3.

3

As at 1 March 2020
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To:

General Chiropractic Council

From:

David Clark, Chair of the Professional Conduct Committee

Subject:

Annual PCC report

Date:

9 March 2020

1.

Introduction

The PCC continued with its statutory duties in 2019 as well as undertaking other activities
and work throughout the year.
Chair of PCC
In January 2018, I was appointed overall Chair of the PCC. This is my second report to
Council in that capacity. The role continues to provide an important link between the GCC
and the PCC. Changes within healthcare regulation can reasonably be anticipated, and we
have a significant number of PCC members who are coming towards the end of their
second term in office. The Chair’s role in ensuring effective communication between the
GCC and Committee members is becoming particularly important.
During the last twelve months, I have liaised regularly with the Chief Executive and the
Director of Fitness to Practise. I worked closely with senior GCC staff to ensure that the
move away from Legally Qualified Chairs (LQCs) proceeded without interruption to the
Committee’s work. I was also involved in planning and delivering the annual PCC training
event in November. There is more information about these initiatives later in my report.
We are in the process of arranging a meeting between the Investigating Committee and the
PCC to examine whether improvements can be made in the manner in which cases are
referred for hearing. Part of this work will involve looking at whether the PCC can play a
more active role in the management of cases at the pre-hearing stage.
Hearings
The Committee concluded seven substantive hearings in 2019. There were two cases
where chiropractors were found guilty of Unacceptable Professional Conduct. One case
resulted in the imposition of a Conditions of Practice order; the other case resulted in an
Admonishment.
There were three review hearings in 2019. These related to two individuals. In one review
hearing, the chiropractor’s conditions of practice order was revoked. In the other case, the
chiropractor’s conditions of practice order was extended for a further three months.
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The Committee has not experienced any difficulty in using the new Guidance on Sanctions,
published in April 2018 (although the review hearings have brought into sharp focus the
limited powers available to the Committee – see below in relation to Issues/difficulties).
The PCC has used video conferencing where appropriate to receive the evidence of remote
witnesses or to allow registrants to participate fully in their hearing. In one case, the
registrant participated over a number of days from Australia. The facilities at the HCPTS
generally work well, and GCC staff have been very efficient in resolving any difficulties that
may arise.
There were 50 listed hearing days in 2019. Of those, 18 were not used, due to cases either
concluding early, going part-heard or not continuing for other reasons. In contrast, there
were 145 hearing days in 2018 (27% were not used). We anticipate that there will be more
hearing days needed in 2020. At the end of 2019, there were eight live cases awaiting
hearing by the PCC. This has now increased to ten cases. Six of those cases have been
allocated hearing dates.
Membership of the PCC
As referred to in my last report, four lay members were co-opted to the PCC following a
mini-recruitment exercise at the end of 2018. They have been appointed for three-year
terms. With one exception (due mainly to cancelled cases) they have all sat on at least one
PCC case. One of the co-opted members has also been appointed as a Chair.
The other members of the PCC (lay and registrant) will complete their second terms of four
years in May 2021. Initial discussions with the Chief Executive have concluded that the
recruitment exercise for new members will need to be launched by September 2020. If we
were able to retain some of the existing cohort by way of short extensions (perhaps one and
two years), this could facilitate a more effective introduction of new appointees and avoid us
losing a vastly experienced cohort overnight. My understanding of the relevant Rules is that
a second extension would not be permissible, if approved by Council.
Chairing the PCC
Following Council’s decision to move away from LQCs, an internal recruitment exercise was
conducted in the summer of 2019 to identify suitable members of the PCC who could chair
hearings. The intention was to create a flexible group who could chair but also sit as lay
members where appropriate. The exercise was conducted on paper. I chaired the
appointments panel, sitting with the Chief Executive and an external member. Six
colleagues submitted applications, and four were recommended for appointment by Council.
The four successful candidates had significant experience of chairing with other regulators,
and two had been PCC chairs before the introduction of LQCs in 2015. One of the
successful candidates was a co-opted member of the Committee.
The move from LQCs has passed without incident, and without any noticeable change in
the quality or efficiency of the decision-making process. We are satisfied that, at present, we
have sufficient resources to enable us to cover the anticipated caseload over the next few
months. We will need to consider the appointment of chairs as part of the wider recruitment
of new PCC members as we go forward.
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Training
PCC training took place in November 2019. All members of the PCC (with the exception of
one co-opted member) attended. We also invited some of our regular Legal Assessors to
attend, and we were very pleased that two were able to participate. The training agenda
was formulated with input from the members; the intention was to make the training relevant
and practical to the everyday work of the Committee, and to take the opportunity to draw
from the experience of colleagues. The training was well-received and was described by a
number of participants as best training they had undertaken with the GCC. Training for 2020
will need to reflect the differing needs of existing Committee members and those who are
newly appointed to the Committee following the recruitment exercise. Separate induction
training, and specific training for chairs, are being considered.
At the training event, we announced the impending introduction of the appraisal process for
PCC members. This will require all members of the PCC to conduct a self-assessment
based on the core criteria for the role. The second stage of the process will involve me
meeting with each member of the Committee (by video conference or telephone) to discuss
their self-assessment and any additional feedback from the end-of-case forms. We believe
that this approach is proportionate, given the experience of the current members. We will
review the approach after the first round of appraisals, with a view to assessing its suitability
for use with the new Committee members.
Issues/difficulties
In 2018, we reported on a number of cases where members dropped out at short notice.
This has been less of an issue in 2019, although there have been two cases where the chair
became unavailable. One case was postponed (there were other reasons, apart from issues
with the chair); in the other case, another chair was able to sit at short notice and so the
hearing proceeded.
We have continued to face the challenge posed by a registrant who has had a number of
sets of allegations brought against him. The addition of co-opted members, and new chairs,
has eased the difficulties of finding suitable configurations of the Committee.
The training event in November 2019 highlighted some issues with the GCC procedural
rules which could impact on public safety and public confidence. The first issue is that the
GCC – unlike most other regulators – cannot impose an immediate conditions of practice
order pending any appeal period; the second is that the PCC has no power to replace a
substantive conditions of practice order with suspension or removal. The PCC has asked
the GCC to take forward its concerns.
Upcoming work
Upcoming work themes have been identified in the relevant sections above. In summary,
these include:
•
•
•
•
•
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meeting between IC and PCC chairs;
appraisals for PCC members;
recruitment of new lay and registrant members;
managing the transition from the current to the new Committee;
delivering training for the existing Committee members and induction training for
new members.

2.

Financial implications

There are no financial implications arising from this paper.
3.

Legal Implications

There are no legal implications arising from this paper.
4.

Risk Implications

There are no risk implications arising from this paper.
5.

Equality Implications

There are no equality implications arising from this paper.
6.

Communications Implications

There are no communications implications arising from this paper.
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CO-1903-8C

To:

General Chiropractic Council

From:

Jamie Button, Registrations Officer

Subject:

Registrations Report 2019

Date:

17 March 2020

1.

Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to present the annual registrations report covering activity
during 2019, annexed.
2.

Main points of the report

The following points are brought to the Council’s attention:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

3.

The register has increased by only 1.9%, representing a very small increase in
growth from 2018. Further information can be found on page 4 of the report,
The number of new registrants from overseas remains low but stable at 20,
through both international and EU routes,
The report includes statistics on the first full five years of the revised Test of
Competence,
The pass rate for the Test of Competence increased to 86% in the fifth year since
the introduction of the revised test.

Action required

Council is asked to note the report
4.

Financial implications

There are no financial implications arising from this paper
5.

Legal or Risk Implications

There are no legal or risk implications arising from this paper
6.

Equality Implications

There are no equality implications arising from this paper
7.

Communications Implications

We will publish the report on the GCC website and highlight in the GCC monthly newsletter.
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Report on the 2019 registration year
This report provides an overview of the General Chiropractic Council (GCC) registration
activity between from 1 January to 31 December 2019.
The register
The register of Chiropractors opened in 1999 and since then over 4,900 chiropractors have
registered. At 31 December 2019, there were 3,299 chiropractors on the GCC register:
with 3,085 having paid the practising fee and 215 the non-practising fee.
Figure 1 – total number of registrants at the end of each year since 2007
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
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What this tells us
There has been a steady increase in the total number of registrants since 2007, with 899
more at the end of 2019 than 2007 and therefore on average the register is growing at an
average of 74 annually.
Figure 2 – accumulative percentage increase in registrant numbers since 31 December 2007
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What this tells us
The accumulative percentage increase on the 31 December 2007 figure of 2,440 is 35.2%.
As chiropractic is a relatively small profession in the UK there is further scope for growth.
However, we should only expect increases of a similar size in the future. Numbers are
dependent on a growth in the number of UK chiropractic programmes as numbers applying
from overseas are small. Further consideration is given to potential future trends on page 24
of this report.
Figure 3 –percentage year on year growth in registrant numbers since 2007
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What this tells us
Following a very small increase of growth in 2018, the figure has recovered somewhat to
1.9%, taking it back to growth figures last seen in 2016. What is noticeable from the trend
line is the lower growth rate over the past four years to the four years prior to those. The
numbers graduating from approved courses has dropped over the past two years and will
remain at a similar level for the next two years, following which we should expect to see a
higher growth rate. Also, uncertainty over the UK’s exit of the European Union has
potentially held back some overseas chiropractors from applying.
Figure 4 – percentage increase in practising registrants
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What this tells us
The number of those registering as practising has returned to figures seen in 2017. This is
largely due to fewer UK graduates coming through over the next few years. When looking
at this figure it is important to also remember that:
• The GCC consulted on and published guidance on when it will accept an application
for its reduced fee
• the number paying the non-practising rate fell for the fourth year to 215, while those
practising has increased by 79: a figure higher than the actual increase in the size of
the register
• the GCC has encouraged registrants to allow their registration to lapse rather than
paying the reduced fee, unless they intend returning to practise in the short-term;
and
• any increase in growth is more dependent on an increase in UK chiropractic
programmes than applicants from overseas

Figure 5 – number of registrants paying the non-practising fee since 2012
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Figure 6 – percentage of registrants paying the non-practising fee since 2012
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What this tells us
There has been a further, albeit small, decrease in the number of registrants paying the nonpractising rate with 18 fewer than in 2018. This follows publication of guidance setting out
when it is appropriate to remain registered as non-practising.
This is important to note as it is practising registrants in the UK who represent the greatest
risk to public protection. The council itself has long held the view that the reduced fee is an
anomaly, with no genuine value either for registrants or patients/ the public.
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New Registrants during 2019
An overview of 2019 new registrants
160 chiropractors joined the register in 2019, 14 more than in 2018 when 148 were
registered. The number of new registrants by month was as follows:
Table 1 – number of new registrants by month since 2013
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013

January
14
10
13
7
20
19
20

February
12
11
8
11
18
11
11

March
7
9
8
8
6
4
4

April
8
3
6
6
9
12
7

May
4
3
4
2
5
4
6

June
6
5
3
5
4
4
4

July
36
25
47
46
34
36
32

August
33
44
47
33
30
42
39

September
16
13
31
17
24
21
19

October
9
4
4
7
7
5
6

November

December

9
14
13
23
23
13
5

What this tells us
The highlighted figures above illustrate where most applications are received year on year.
Applications from new graduates are regularly received between June and September. The
figure above shows a more even spread for July and August in comparison to 2018. The
figures help to establish trends overtime, which can be considered when looking at
workflow to understand where bottlenecks may occur.

Figure 7 – number of new registrants by month since 2013
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What this tells us
The figure above shows were peaks and troughs occur in applications during the year, while
the ebb and flow of applications shows a usual pattern following course completion those
figures vary annually. Most applications are received between July and September, with a
further small flurry between November and January. This follows from students graduating
from the UK institutions offering approved chiropractic training courses and makes up the
vast majority of registration applications.
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Table 2 - 2019 new registrants by registration route
Registration route
Total new registrants
Route 1 – UK approved course
135
Route 2 – Foreign qualified
20
Route 3 – EU General Directive
5
Total
160
What this tells us
With 135 graduates from UK chiropractic programmes registering this met our
expectations and projection from last year’s report. In total we had projected 134 new UK
qualified registrants during 2019.
This figure is slightly higher than 2018 when 126 UK graduates were registered. While the
number of new registrants is low it does remain stable, although those few applying through
the EU General Directive will cease, but may still apply through the international route.
However, given the small number applying this will have only a very limited impact.
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Routes to GCC registration
The route an applicant takes to registration depends primarily on their chiropractic
qualification. Nationality is also taken into consideration where European law applies.
Route 1 – recognised qualification from an approved course (UK)
Applicants must hold a chiropractic qualification recognised for the purposes of
registration by the GCC. The GCC has approved courses within the UK and therefore
only graduates from those courses may apply through this route, (Anglo-European
College of Chiropractic, McTimoney College of Chiropractic and the University of South
Wales).
Route 2 – unrecognised overseas chiropractic qualification (Test of Competence)
Applicants must hold a chiropractic qualification from outside the UK that meets the
requirements of our rules and demonstrate they meet our educational standards by
passing the Test of Competence.
Route 3 – EU General Directive (establishment)
Applicants must possess EU community rights and have practised, or be registered to
practise, in another EEA member state.
Route 4 – EU General Directive (temporary and occasional)
Applicants must possess EU community rights, have practised, or be registered to
practise, in another EEA member state and intend practising in the UK only on a
temporary and occasional basis.
Applicants holding UK recognised qualifications (route 1)
The GCC currently approves courses from four UK educational institutions. Only graduates
from approved colleges are eligible to apply for registration on the basis that they hold a
qualification recognised for the purposes of registration.
The GCC approved standards are set out in the GCC Education Standards, which reflect
The Code: Standards of conduct, performance and ethics for chiropractors (2016). The approval
process is the procedure the GCC follows to assure itself of outcomes of those courses and
includes reviews to ensure compliance.
The following table gives the numbers of 2019 graduates from approved courses registered
before 1 March 2020.
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Table 3 – new registrants by institution
Educational institution
Month course
completed
McTimoney College of
Chiropractic (MCC)
Anglo-European
College of Chiropractic
University College
(AECCUC)
University of South
Wales
Total

Number of
graduates

Number
registered

October/
December 20181
June/ July 2019

32

25

% of those
graduates
registered
during 2019
78%

106

45

43%

June/ July 2019

55

38

69%

-

195

109

56%

What this tells us
The number of graduates registering dropped for all three education providers in 2019.
Overall the percentage registering was down from 67% to 56%. It is unclear why this is the
case, it may simply be that at all three programmes had a higher proportion of overseas
nationals taking the course, who returned to their home country rather than remain in the
UK, many of whom may have done so previously.
Table 4 – percentage of graduates from educational institutions registering since 2013
Educational institution
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
McTimoney College of
86%
86%
86%
91%
88%
93%
78%
Chiropractic (MCC)
Anglo-European College of
43%
53%
40%
36%
63%
51%
43%
Chiropractic University College
(AECCUC)
University of South Wales
92%
75%
66%
68%
68%
79%
69%
What this tells us
The percentage of AECCUC graduates registering has fluctuated, but with relative
consistency overtime. However, there has been a marked decline in numbers applying from
the University of South Wales over the same timeframe.
Numbers registering from MCC are small in comparison and therefore any fluctuation in the
numbers produces a higher percentage differential.

1

Graduates from the McTimoney College of Chiropractic 2018 cohorts are included as they first register during the 2019
registration year.
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Applicants holding relevant foreign chiropractic qualifications (route 2)
Applicants with chiropractic qualifications achieved from outside the UK must pass the Test
of Competence before being eligible to apply for registration. The Test of Competence is
designed to ensure applicants without a recognised qualification meet the same standards as
those who do.
Table 5 – new foreign qualified applicants registered during 2019 (by educational institution)
Educational institution
Country
Number of
Year of graduation
registrants
(total graduates in
brackets)
Durban University of
South Africa
3
2008, 2012 x2
Technology
Life Chiropractic College West USA
1
2013
Logan University
USA
1
2012
Murdoch University
Australia
1
2012
Macquarie University
Australia
2
2007, 2009
Palmer College
USA
2
2007, 2013
Parker College
USA
1
2015
Sherman College of
USA
1
2015
Chiropractic
South California College of
USA
1
2007
Chiropractic
University of Bridgeport
USA
1
2001
University of Johannesburg
South Africa
5
1993, 2004, 2005,
2008, 2010
University of Western States
USA
1
2015
Total
20
What this tells us
Candidates continue to apply from a wide range of colleges. Eight candidates applied from
South African colleges, where only three applied from those colleges in 2018.
Only three candidates applied within five years of graduating, unlike the eight candidates
who applied in 2018. Half of the candidates had graduated between five and ten years before
being registered.
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Table 6 – Test candidates by institution since 20152
Chiropractic College
Bridgeport University
Canadian Memorial College of Chiropractic
Durban Institute of Technology
Institut Franco-Europeen de Chiropratique
Life University
Life – West University
Logan University
Macquarie University
Murdoch University
National University of Health Sciences
New Zealand College of Chiropractic
Palmer College of Chiropractic
Palmer – West College of Chiropractic
Parker College of Chiropractic
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
Sherman College of Chiropractic
University of Johannesburg
University of Western States

2015 2016
0
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
1
4
3
0
0
0
0
7
1
2
2
0
1
0
0
2
4
0
0
0
2
0
0

2017 2018 2019
0
0
1
0
1
0
5
0
3
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
4
1
2
0
2
1
1
0
0
1
3
0
1
3
2
0
1
0
0
1
1
2
1
1
0
0
1
2
3
5
1
1
1

What this tells us
There has been a gradual increase in the number of applicants from the University of
Johannesburg as those from Macquarie University have decreased over the same period. No
graduates from New Zealand College of Chiropractic applied in 2019, for the first time in
five years.
The GCC continues to see a high proportion of graduates from a wide range of US
education providers, although Palmer College of Chiropractic has regularly been
represented over the past five years.

2

Colleges are highlighted to denote 2019 figures.
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Test of Competence
The first interview of the revised Test of Competence took place in January 2015, which
means that, by the end of 2019, it had been running for five years.
Over those five years 135 attempts have since been made at the test; with 54 candidates
passing first time, a further 45 candidates passed following submission of acceptable
additional evidence. Therefore, the mean pass rate for the new test, based on individual
attempts, is 73%.
Of those candidates failing the test 11 re-sat and subsequently passed, which means of the
35 candidates who initially failed, the total of failed candidates is 24. Three candidates were
required to provide further evidence have not yet done so.
The Test of Competence is made up of the following components:
1. Candidates send us:
• a completed Evidence of Practice Questionnaire, demonstrating how they meet
the standards of The Code: Standards of Performance, Conduct and Ethics for
Chiropractors, as well as their understanding of chiropractic in the UK.
• anonymised patient records
• a copy of their CV/ Resumé; and
• evidence of the content of the chiropractic degree course they followed.
2. candidate maps the chiropractic course against GCC Education Standards
3. the candidate attends an interview. An assessment panel meets to review each
candidates documents before the test interview, to determine whether any part of
The Code has not have been fully demonstrated. If so, questions are tailored by the
panel to ensure those aspects are covered at interview.
While it is possible to apply for the Test of Competence at any time, the GCC runs test
interviews on four dates annually, these are normally in January, March, June and September.
To provide some consistency for those wishing to sit the test we try to ensure similar dates
are set each year to aid candidates who may need to make travel and/ or relocation
arrangements.
Test outcomes
There are three possible test outcomes, either where:
1. the candidate satisfies the assessment panel they have provided enough evidence in
all areas.
2. Where there is insufficient evidence in a few/ uncritical areas. In which case
additional specific information is required by the panel to cover these areas within a
six month period, before a final decision is made on the application. Following
submission of this additional information, the panel chair will assess the information,
after which the applicant may go on to pass the test.
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3. Where there is insufficient evidence in the majority of areas/ or where there are
clear concerns above patient safety the candidate will fail and must complete the
entire test again.
2019 Test of Competence results
In 2019, 20 candidates took the test and 21 attempts were made; one candidate took the
test twice. Of those 20 candidates 16 have since registered.
A total of 8 candidates were asked to provide further evidence in a total of 17 subjects and
so the average number of subjects per candidate was two. This is slightly lower than 2017
when on average each request for additional information covered two and a half subjects.
Table 8 - number of individual test candidates since 2013
Year
2015
2016
2017
2018
Number of candidates
17
32
33
17

2019
20

What this tells us
The number of Test of Competence applications is still lower than 2016 and 2017 figures.
One may speculate on the reasons for this, but given that the numbers were not significant
to begin with very little can be gained from this. The test itself has not changed since 2015
and so external factors are more likely to be in play, such as the UK exiting the EU.
Table 9 – 2019 initial results by individual test
Initial test results
Pass
Fail
Insufficient
Evidence
Total

Jan-19
2
0

Mar-19
2
0

Jun-19
3
2

Sept -19
3
1

Total
10
3

Total %age
48%
14%

2
4

2
4

2
7

2
6

8
21

38%

Figure 8 - comparison of initial test results by percentage since 2015
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Table 10 –2019 test results, including final results of those who submitted insufficient
evidence before 1 March 2020
Initial test results
Pass
Fail
Total

Jan-19
4
0
4

Mar-19
4
0
4

Jun-19
5
2
7

Sept -19
5
1
6

Total
18
3
21

Total %age
86%
14%
100%

What this tells us
Almost half of candidates passed the Test of Competence initially, that figure rose to 86%
once the assessment of those submitting further evidence was completed. This is
significantly higher than in 2018, when 66% in total passed.
Five-year of the revised Test of Competence
Below are some statistics showing Test of Competence results over the five years the
revised test has been running.
Table 11 - Attempts at the Test of Competence by year
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
26
33
34
21
21
What this tells us
The number of candidates taking the test are small in comparison to graduates from UK
approved courses, but are relatively stable and have been consistently in the region of
between 20 and 34 since 2008 – with the exception of 2013 when only 17 candidates
applied.

Table 12 – Test of Competence results since 2015

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
TOTAL

Passed
10
11
16
7
10
54

Further
Evidence
10
10
11
7
8
46
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Pass after
further
evidence

Fail after
further
evidence
19
20
27
14
18
98

0
0
0
0
0
0

Fail
6
12
7
7
3
35

Total
number
of
candidates
26
33
34
21
21
135
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Table 13 - final Test of Competence results by percentage
Further Evidence not
Passed provided
Fail
2015
73
4
2016
60
3
2017
79
0
2018
67
0
2019
85
0
TOTAL
72
2

23
36
21
33
15
26

Figure 9 – final Test of Competence results for 2019 by percentage
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What this tells us
The pass rate for the Test of Competence is on average 72% and compares with the
previous version where the aggregate pass rate was 73%.
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Figure 10 - number of candidates passed vs number of those candidates now registered
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What this tells us
Figure 8 shows the time lag between candidates passing the test and being granted
registration. This is of interest as it means no registration fees are received from candidates
for some time and often not in the year the candidate passed the test. This is partly due to
applicants needing to obtain current documentation for their registration applications and
subsequent processing by the GCC office or having to submit further evidence before
passing. Candidates passing the test later in the year may be deterred from applying to avoid
paying both the initial registration fee and retention fee.
Table 14 – percentage failure rate per year since 2015
Month of test
2015
2016
2017
January
50
25
50
March
14
50
0
June
44
44
27
September
28
33
13

2018
56
33
20
0

2019
0
0
29
17

What this tells us
The failure rate for 2019 has dropped with no fails in January or March 2019. Even though
the June fail rate was at 29%, being the highest for 2019, this is far lower than the highest fail
rates in previous years of 56%. The GCC has spent time considering ways in which it can
support candidates where it can and has produced resources along with the Royal College
of Chiropractors to give candidates both an understanding of the requirements and to point
them to relevant material they can use to boost their chances of success.
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Insufficient evidence
Of the 8 candidates asked to submit further evidence all have now done so and have passed
the test, bringing the overall pass rate for 2019 to 85%. In total, further evidence was
required on 17 subjects, split between those 8 candidates. This is because in some instances
the panel found candidates demonstrated a lack of knowledge on multiple subject areas.
Candidates required to submit further evidence are given six months to undertake
additional learning and submit evidence.
Table 15 – number of main subjects with limited knowledge and therefore insufficient
evidence
Subject
Total
taking and/ or maintaining patient records
4
evidence-based care
3
imaging in the UK
3
management of psychosocial factors
2
understanding of outcomes
2
common over the counter medications and commonly prescribed
2
medication in the UK
management plans
1
Total number of subjects for 2019
17
What this tells us
The number of candidates asked to submit further evidence on any given subject varies
annually, but several the same subjects occur regularly. Taking and or maintaining patient
records was the top subject matter for the fourth year in a row and was required of a fifth
of all candidates. This information helps to inform where additional guidance may be needed.
Figure 11 – number of candidates passing the test following submission of additional
evidence
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What this tells us
All candidates required to submit additional evidence have since passed the test. This offers
reassurance that candidates considered as near misses can pass with some further support as
none have subsequently failed. This shows that panel decisions not to fail were the right
ones.
Nationality of test candidates
Figure 12 - nationality of test candidates
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What this tells us
Almost two-thirds of test candidates were either US or South African nationals. Significantly
only two candidates were Australian, where previously a larger contingent come from. For
the first time both Polish and Turkish nationals applied. Turkey has its own chiropractic
programme, although this is the first year we have received candidates from it. The Polish
candidate is a graduates from a non EU chiropractic programme and didn’t meet the
requirements for the EU route.
Figure 13 – Nationality of test candidates since 2015
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What this tells us
The numbers applying from individual countries varies year on year, however we generally
receive applications from Australians, Americans, Canadians, South Africans and New
Zealanders. Numbers applying from Australasia have dropped over the past few years: with
15 candidates in 2015 only 2 applied in 2019. We continue to receive a small number of
applications from UK nationals, who study abroad and who must then pass the Test of
Competence in order to return to the UK to practice.
Qualification of applicants
Figure 14 – number of candidates per college in 2019
University of Johannesburg

4
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2
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2
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1
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1
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Bridgeport University
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Bahçeşehir University

1
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What this tells us
While the number of candidates from the University of Johannesburg programme held up in
2019, previously both New Zealand College of Chiropractic and Murdoch University were
also equally represented. There has been a significant drop in graduates of these two
education providers.
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Figure 15 - comparison of colleges since 2014
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What this tells us
The table above shows that there has been a drop over the past five years in the number of
applications from all non-US education providers except for the University of Johannesburg.
The number of US candidates has remained steady, and are split between different
education providers.
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Figure 16 - comparative nationality of qualifications since 2015
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What this tells us
There has been a general decline of the number of candidates applying from Australian
education providers, while applications from graduates of New Zealand education providers
has ceased completely.

Applicants applying under European Union (EU) General Directive
2005/36/EC
Establishment (route 3)
The GCC registered five applicants through the EU General Directive in 2019, which
matches the figure for 2018.
Those five registrants applied on the basis that they held EU community rights, were
established to practise as chiropractors in a member state of the EEA and intended
practising within the UK on a permanent basis; referred to in the Directive as
‘establishment’.
Figure 17 - number of new registrants through EU General Directive since 2013
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What this tells us
Total numbers gaining registration are below the somewhat consistent level seen prior to
2017 and likely represent a response to the UK decision to exit the EU. With the UK
currently in a transitional period until 31 December 2020 the GCC can still accept
applications from EU nationals via this route. There is still however uncertainly what will
happen after then and this will depend on whether or not some form of trade agreement is
*agreed* beforehand. Should there be no deal before the end of the transitional period it is
likely that EU candidates will need to pass the Test of Competence before they are eligible
to apply for registration.
Table 16 – educational institution of applicants through the EU directive in 2019
Educational institution
Country Number of Year of graduation (total
registrants
graduates in brackets)
Insitut Franco-Européen de
France
2
2016
Chiropraxie (IFEC)
2017
Barcelona College of Chiropractic
Spain
3
2014
(BCC)
2015
2017
Total
5
Table 17 – nationality of applicants through the EU General Directive
Nationality
Number of registrants
American
1
French
2
Italian
1
Spanish
1
Total
5
What this tells us
All candidates graduated within the past five years. In previous years higher numbers has
been from IFEC, but for the first time we have seen three graduates of the chiropractic
programme at the BCC in Spain. Given the small number of applicants through the EU
General Directive during 2017, no conclusions can be drawn from the data, which is given
here for completeness.
Temporary and occasional registration (route 4)
The GCC did not grant registration to any applicants for temporary and occasional
registration during 2019.
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Trends in initial registration
The following section gives an indication of future trends in the potential number of
graduates who may apply for GCC registration over the next five years. The focus is on
graduates from the UK colleges offering approved courses, who make up the largest
number of new registrants each year.
We have not estimated the number of students dropping out of courses before graduation.
This is both because the numbers are small, but we have also observed small increases in
student numbers in the past.
Table 18 – potential graduates with recognised qualifications for the next five years
2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
Anglo-European College of
110 119 125 130 150
Chiropractic
University of South Wales
65
94 105 105 130
McTimoney College of Chiropractic
44
44
49
36
52
South Bank London University
0
0
15
32
40
Total
219 257 294 303 372
What this tells us
In 2018 there were 178 UK graduates, this rose to 195 in 2019 and will rise further in the
future. Based on the figures above, the number of UK graduates will rise by 70% of the 2020
figure over the subequent four years. Further increases may follow if additional chiropractic
programmes are introduced.
Table 19 – projected registration figures for the next five years
Educational
2024
2020
2021 2022
2023
institution
203
246
UK graduates*
146
172
194
19
19
Foreign Qualified**
19
19
19
0
0
EU Directive**
5
0
0
222
265
Total
170
191
213
* these figures have been calculated based on a registration rate of 66% for UK graduates.
** these figures have been calculated based on average number of registrants over the past
five years. Figures through the EU General Directive are shown as zero from 2020 onwards
as it’s unclear at the time of writing whether a comparable alternative will be implemented
following the UK exiting the EU, or if applicants will have to follow the foreign qualified
route.
What this tells us
We anticipate a small increase of applicants from UK based chiropractic programmes in
2020 and it is likely this will raise the overall number of new registrants for 2020 compared
to 2019.
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The GCC will need to consider how any potential increase in applicants from 2022 onwards
might impact on workflow, particularly as applications tend to be received in the July and
August period immediately following course completion.
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Retentions
Summary
This section covers the 2019 retention period, when registrants applied to remain
registered for the 2020 registration year. In 2019 the retention period began at the
beginning of November to coincide with the implementation of a new online portal and
Customer Relationship Management system. At that time registrants were also asked to
submit their annual CPD summary for the 2018/ 19 CPD year.
Each year the GCC is required to ask all current registrants, registered before 10
November, to complete an application form and pay the fee to remain registered for the
following year. This must be completed by registrants before by the statutory deadline of 30
November.
Factors affecting annual retention figures and income include those:
• choosing to pay the non-practising fee
• lapsing from the register, or applying for voluntary removal, at the end of the
retention period on 15 December; and
• registering for the first time on or after 10 November, so as only to pay the fee for
initial registration and not also for retention.
Non-practising registration fee
Schedule 2 of the GCC (Registration) Rules 1999, allows a registrant not intending to
practise as a chiropractor in the UK for the following registration year in full, to pay a
reduced fee of £100.
Where a registrant pays the non-practising rate his or her register entry is annotated, so
those seeking treatment can differentiate between registrants practising and those who are
not.
At the end of 2019 following the retention period, 215 registrants had paid the reduced fee,
having assured us they did not intend practising during 2020.
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Removals from the register
Continued registration depends on compliance with all registration requirements and failure
to comply may lead to removal from the register.
Removal from the register can be for any of the following reasons:
Failure to remain fit to practise (struck-off)
Registrants may be removed from the register if they do not meet the standards set out in
The Code: Standards of Performance, Conduct and Ethics for Chiropractors, or comply
with GCC legislation.
Failure to retain on the register (lapse)
All registrants must provide a retention application form and pay the fee before the
retention statutory deadline of 30 November each year. If a complete application is not
received by the due date a final warning notice is issued allowing registrants a further 14
days to comply. If at the end of the notice period the application has not arrived the
registrant is normally removed from the register.
Failure to complete annual CPD requirements (CPD non compliance)
Each year all registrants must return a completed CPD summary, giving details of the
learning they undertook that year in compliance with our CPD rules and guidance.
Registrants not providing a summary, or who fail to meet CPD requirements, may be
removed from the register.
Voluntary removal
The GCC rules allow registrants to apply to voluntarily remove their name from the
register at any time, by submitting an application form and a statutory declaration. The
declaration is an undertaking signed by the registrant confirming that they are not aware of
any matters that could give rise to a future complaint. The Registrar has a discretionary
power to refuse to remove a registrant from the register, such as where there are
disciplinary matters outstanding.
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Table 20 – mechanism for removal from the register by month
Struck
CPD non
off
Lapse Voluntary Deceased compliance
January
0
1
0
1
0
February
0
1
0
0
0
March
0
0
0
1
0
April
0
0
0
0
0
May
0
3
1
0
0
June
0
0
0
0
0
July
0
1
1
0
0
August
0
0
2
0
0
September
0
0
0
0
0
October
0
0
1
0
0
November
0
0
0
0
0
December
0
101
8
0
0
2019
0
107
13
2
0
2018
1
71
28
4
47
2017
1
83
14
4
55
2016
1
80
21
4
39
2015
1
44
21
2
25
2014
3
39
21
2
42

Total
2
1
1
0
4
0
2
2
0
1
0
109
122
151
157
145
81
107

What this tells us
The total removed from the register for all reasons in 2019 totalled 122, 29 less than 2018.
Both retention and the annual CPD submission cycles ran together between 1 November
and 16 December 2019. This means that those lapsing from the register were also removed
for CPD non-compliance. However, the primary reason for their removal was for failing to
retain and therefore this is the reason listed above.
Reasons for no longer remaining on the register
Most registrants do not formally notify us of their reasons for coming off the register, and
these figures are therefore collated from voluntary removal applications, email
correspondence and last known addresses.
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Table 21 – reasons for no longer remaining registered
Number of
%age of
registrants
total
Overseas
43
35.3
Unknown

31

25.4

Retired

26

21.3

Career Change

6

4.9

Health

4

3.3

Missed deadline

3

2.5

Sabbatical

3

2.5

Deceased

2

1.6

Financial

1

0.8

Maternity/ Paternity

1

0.8

No longer practising

1

0.8

Travel

1

0.8

122

100%

Total

What this tells us
Registrants leave the register each year for a variety of reasons. Excluding those for whom
we have no data, chiropractors no longer residing in the UK formed the largest category
and made up 35.3% of registrants. The figures show an increase of those telling us they have
retired, in 2018 15 registrants came off the register for the same reason. It is however
possible that in the past the figure for registrants retiring has been lost in those for whom
we have no data.
Table 22 – 2017 fees paid by 2019 leavers
Number of As a %age of
registrants
removers
Practising
84
69%
Non-practising
38
31%

%age of the
register
93.5%
6.5%

What this tells us
There has been a small increase in the number of registrants who paid the full fee in 2019
but who came off the register during the year, the majority at the end of the retention
period. The actual figures for both were lower. However, of interest is the 1.3% increase in
the percentage of the register paying the full fee.
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Diversity of the register
Data is collected on initial registration application forms including sex and date of birth,
applicants may voluntary complete details of other protected characteristics if they wish. In
additionally registrants may provide details of protected characteristics at any time by using
their login for the online portal.
The Register population by sex
The GCC is obliged to publish the sex of registrants as part of the Register. Data is
therefore captured as part of the application process.
Figure 18 – 2019 new registrants by sex
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What this tells us
A higher proportion of those joining the register in 2019 were females, in fact a reversal of
the figures for 2017.
Figures 19 – percentage split of registrants by sex since 2006
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What this tells us
While there is a near 50:50 split between female and male chiropractors, male chiropractors
currently outnumber their female colleagues by a tiny fraction of less than half a percent.
There being 9 more male chiropractors than female.
The Register population by age
As part of the application process registrants provide their date of birth. This helps us to
understand our registrants and can help in future decision making.
Figure 19 – percentage split of new registrants by age since 2013
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What this tells us
Those under 30 made up the bulk of new registrants as expected since the majority are new
graduates. This has dropped by 8% since last year, although this accounts for only in the
region of 13 registrants. While there are annual fluctuations the figures are relatively stable.
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Figure 24 – percentage split of registrants by age since 2006
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Figure 25 – percentage split of registrants by age since 2006
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What this tells us
The increase in the percentage of the profession 45 and over shows the profession is aging,
but reasonably stable. It is still true that more than half of the profession is below 45 years
old. Generally, there has been a bigger increase over the past decade in the 45-59 bracket as
the profession ages, with those under 30 has remained relatively static since 2010.
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Other protected characteristics
The following charts give the percentages of registrants who identify with protected
characteristics. The percentage of the register population who have not provided details are
also included.
Ethnicity
Applicants and registrants are asked to choose an option that best represents their cultural
background.
Figure 26 - comparison of new registrants and the full register population by ethnicity
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Religion/ belief
Applicants are asked to choose an option that best represents their religion/ beliefs
Figure 27 – comparison of new registrants and the full register population by religion/ belief
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Sexual orientation
Applicants and registrants are asked to choose an option that best represents their sexual
orientation
Figure 28 – comparison of new registrants and the full register population by sexual
orientation
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Disability
Applicants and registrants are asked to tell us whether or not they identify as disabled.
Figure 29 - comparison of new registrants and the full register population identifying as
disabled
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Gender Identity
Applicants and registrants are asked to tell us which of the options they most identify.
Figure 30 - comparison of new registrants and the full register population by gender identity
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Other registrations work
2019 was a busy year for the registration section. Time was spent on several large projects,
including:
Revision of the CPD summary
Having completed a review of all CPD summaries the previous year, it was apparent the
there was some misunderstanding of the requirements for CPD, even though guidance has
previously been provided. The GCC therefore undertook a revision of it’s CPD summary,
allowed within its rules, to simplify the requirements of the scheme.
A considerable amount of time was spent at the beginning of the year collecting and
collating data and information to understand the options available for revising the GCC’s
CPD summary.
Following a consultation with stakeholders, the CPD summary was changed to move focus
to reflection on the activities undertaken and away from the hours completed.
Revised guidance on when the reduced fee will apply
For some time there has been confusion over when it is appropriate for a registrant to pay
the reduced fee, which was included within GCC rules for those not intending to practice
for the full registration year.
To aid clarity the GCC has introduced a policy statement clearly setting out the
circumstances when it will accept an application for the reduced fee. The GCC consulted on
and subsequently published the guidance in time for the retention period for the 2020 year.
New Customer Relationship Management system and online portal
A review of the GCC’s Information Technology during the first half of the year identified a
need to update its Customer Relationship Management System, incorporating the Register
of Chiropractors. A tendering process was conducted following which a * was instructed
and new CRM delivered in time to begin both the annual CPD and retention periods.
Health and Good Character Guidance
The GCC identified a need for further transparency around the way decisions are made in
relation to applications in meeting health and character standards, as well as those already
registered. To that end guidance has been published setting out the steps taken to ensure
health a good character and what any applicant or registrant can expect of that process.
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For further information, please contact:
Registrations team
General Chiropractic Council
Park House, 186 Kennington Park Road
London, SE11 4BT
020 7713 5155 x5501
www.gcc-uk.org
registrations@gcc-uk.org
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CC200317-07
Inquest actions update
Penny Bance, Director of Development
17 March 2020

1. Introduction
Following the Inquest into the death of a patient in 2017 held in November 2019 the
Coroner issued a prevention of death report to the GCC. He asked that the GCC
consider taking action on issues identified in the Inquest that may prevent harm in
the future. We considered the Coroner’s report, and sent our response on 13
January 2020.
2. Consideration to making First Aid training mandatory for chiropractors
We undertook to set out expectations relating to first-aid training, that all
chiropractors review their own first aid training needs, and where appropriate, to
undertake that training as soon practicable. Subsequently we issued a special
bulletin to all registrants setting out our expectations in relation to first aid training.
In September 2020, as part the CPD return for 2019/20, the information registrants
submit to us must include reflection on their own first aid knowledge and skills. We
will ask registrants to tell us to what extent their own first aid skills and competencies
enable them to administer appropriate first aid on a patient should the need arise;
and what measures they have taken, or plan to take, to ensure their current and
ongoing skills and competencies are up-to-date. We are amending the registrants’
portal to enable registrants to do this.
We will review registrants submissions and follow up with registrants where we have
concerns as to the action taken or where we require further information.
The professional associations and Royal College of Chiropractors (RCC) have
indicated their support for these requirements and the RCC developed a
specification for first aid training for chiropractic clinics that is being rolled out across
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the UK. The course is certified by First Aid for Life and additional specialised
emergency first aid content for chiropractors includes head injuries, spinal injuries,
breaks and soft tissue injuries, asthma, stroke (FAST), fainting, diabetic
hypoglycaemia, pneumothorax (recognition), adults, children and infants.
In future years registrants will be asked to self-declare that they are keeping their
first aid skills and knowledge up to date as part of their annual retention.
3.

Guidance on First aid in Emergencies

The Code is generic to the profession and does not specifically address first aid, nor
has it been suggested that it should. Council is asked to consider the introduction of
guidance to underpin Principle G of the Code, which requires registrants to ‘Maintain,
develop and work within the limits of your own knowledge, skills and competence to
ensure patient safety and protect the reputation of the profession. To assure your
continuing fitness to practise you must maintain and develop your professional
knowledge, skills and performance in accordance with the requirements set out by
the GCC’.
We indicated to the Coroner that Council would consider a proposal for guidance in
relation to first aid at its March meeting. Council is therefore asked to consider the
following draft guidance, which builds on the special bulletin issued in January to all
registrants. Any breach of the expectations set out in this guidance would be taken
into account by any regulatory process undertaken by the GCC.
4.

Recommendations and next steps

The Council is asked to discuss and approve the draft guidance, which follows the
format of all guidance issued alongside the Code.
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Guidance on First Aid in
Emergencies
This guidance must be read in conjunction with The Code (2016) prepared by
the General Chiropractic Council (GCC), which sets out standards for conduct,
performance and ethics for chiropractors to ensure the competent and safe
practice of chiropractic.
This guidance is not intended to cover every situation that you may face.
However, it does set out broad principles to enable you to think through and act
professionally, ensuring patient interest and public protection at all times.
To note: The GCC will review this guidance as necessary and update it as
appropriate, and reapply the principles of the Code to any critical changes or
new situations that may emerge.

Standards within the Code with reference to first aid knowledge and skills:
G1:
keep your knowledge and skills up to date, taking part in relevant and regular
learning and professional development activities that aim to maintain and
develop your competence and improve your performance and the quality of
your work.

Every chiropractor is likely to encounter potential traumatic and medical
emergencies at some point in their professional life. Like all registered
health care professionals chiropractors have a duty to their patients during
emergencies.
Chiropractors therefore must develop and maintain competencies in
recognising, assessing and managing emergency potential medical and
traumatic conditions that may be encountered in chiropractic settings.
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It is a requirement of our educational programmes that students are trained
to deal with medical emergencies. Thereafter it is important that
chiropractors keep their knowledge and skills up to date. Evidence shows
how quickly skills erode and how standard first aid training does not
necessarily address the needs of a healthcare professional.
Our expectations
The GCC cannot tell you what provision you should make for first aid. As a
health care professional it is your responsibility to understand the
emergencies that can arise in your practice and the clinical environment. It
is your responsibility to ensure that you are prepared to administer first aid
in the event of a clinical emergency.
We expect all chiropractors to consider their own first aid knowledge and
skills and determine whether or not they need to undertake further specific
first aid training, discussing experiences and concerns amongst peers, based
on actual scenarios.
You should start by considering whether your first aid skills and knowledge
are sufficient, appropriate and current. It may be some time since you last
undertook any training or it may be that you refresh your first aid
competence on a routine basis.
In assessing your own first aid needs, and those of your clinic, you should
consider:
•

•

•

When you last undertook first aid training, noting it is good practice
to undergo refresher training every three years and nationallyrecognised ‘Emergency First Aid at Work’ certificates are valid for 3
years;
Whether you need to undertake first aid training that takes into
account the practice of chiropractic, for example in the provision of
CPR and medical emergency first aid;
Whether you employ others and how you ensure your employees are
suitably competent. The Health & Safety (First Aid) Regulations 1981
require employers to provide adequate and appropriate equipment,
facilities and personnel to ensure their employees receive immediate
attention if they are injured or taken ill at work. These regulations
apply to all workplaces including those with under five employees and
to the self-employed.

First aid training
Many providers of first aid training are available offering a range of courses
delivered in a range of different ways. We do not hold a list of accredited or
appropriate providers.
It is for you as a chiropractor to identify a provider that is suitable for you. When
selecting a training provider, you must be confident it will deliver training with
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appropriate content for you as a chiropractor. This must take account of clinical
practice and emergencies related to your patients including the vulnerable,
elderly and those with a history of interventions relating to their care. If you
provide care at sports events specific training to deal with injuries, on field
assessment and principles of injury management may be required.
The Royal College of Chiropractors has partnered with a training provider to
provide first aid training courses specifically for chiropractors across the UK.
These courses are pitched at chiropractors by trainers experienced at training
healthcare professionals. Courses are open to any registered chiropractor and
include additional material tailored for chiropractors, including relevant clinical
scenarios, blended learning and an annual online Emergency First Aid at Work
update.
Websites:

•

The Health & Safety Executive
https://www.hse.gov.uk/firstaid/index.htm
https://www.hse.gov.uk/firstaid/legislation.htm and
https://www.hse.gov.uk/business/areyou/employer.htm

•

The Health & Safety Executive, First Aid at Work Your questions answered,
2014, https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg214.pdf

•

The Resuscitation Council (UK) Guidelines, 2015,
https://www.resus.org.uk/resuscitation-guidelines/

•

Register of qualifications, Ofqual, https://register.ofqual.gov.uk/

March 2020
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Agenda item:
CO200317-08
Subject:
GCC Disclosure Policy
Presenter:
Niru Uddin, Director of Fitness to Practise
Date:
17 March 2020
____________________________________________________________________
1. Summary
At its meeting on 12 December 2019, the Council considered a proposed GCC
Disclosure Policy and agreed that it be subject to consultation. Following a
consultation period this paper updates Council and sets out next steps.
2. Action required
The Council is asked to consider responses to the consultation and approve the
final version of Disclosure Policy.

3. Background
At its meeting in December 2019 Council agreed to consult on the draft Disclosure
Policy, relating to the changes to the information we create, publish and disclose via
our website such as to the Register and about the sanctions applied by the GCC
Professional Conduct Committee (‘PCC’). In doing so a balance was sought in
being open and transparent about our processes and decisions made, with the
legitimate privacy rights of registrants and other stakeholders.
In view of this changes were proposed such that the sanction imposed would inform
how long the information about that sanction would remain published: the more
serious the sanction, the longer the time period. We refer to this as a sliding scale of
disclosure. In other words, when the time limit in relation to that sanctions is
reached, the information will no longer be available in a search of the register.
Consultation took place between 6 January – 14 February 2020.
Our policy intention is to provide clear and transparent information to the public
such that they are aware of any relevant information about the status of a registrant,
and at the same time ensure the policy is practical and workable. We also take the
opportunity to take account of the practices of other regulators (albeit the legislation
and rules underpinning each are distinct) and that we comply with our legal
obligations.
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4. Summary of consultation responses
Only a small number of consultation responses were received albeit two were from
professional associations representing a large body of registrants, and a further
response received from the Professional Standards Authority. In total, five general
responses and two detailed responses were received.
The high-level survey results (see Annexe 1) are set out below under each section
of the consultation.
1. Do you think that the length of time for which a sanction is published should
depend on the seriousness of the sanction?
-

All respondents agreed that the length of time for which a sanction is
published should depend on the seriousness of the sanction.

2. Do you think the time limits we have introduced for sanctions and restorations to
be published strike the right balance between the public interest, which includes
the health, safety and wellbeing of the public, and the rights and freedoms of the
chiropractic professional?
-

Four respondents agreed whilst one disagreed.

3. What kind of impact do you think the changes to the publication and disclosure
policy and supporting annex will have on patients and the public?
-

Four respondents felt that there would be no impact.
One respondent felt that there would be both positive and negative
impact.

4. What kind of impact do you think the changes will have on chiropractic
professionals?
-

Two respondents felt that there would be a positive impact.
One respondent felt that there would be a negative impact.
One respondent felt that there would be both positive and negative
impact.
One respondent felt that there would be no impact.

5. Any other comments on our publication and disclosure policy or supporting
annex?
Two additional comments were made stating:
- “The new policy seems transparent and well balances with reference to
the profession and the public”.
- “Overall I think it strikes the right balance”.
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5. Detailed consultation responses
Behind the quantitative feedback it is also important to consider the, often nuanced,
qualitative responses. We received some detailed and thoughtful responses from
our stakeholders.
Professional Association 1
The Association agreed that the length of time for which a sanction is published
should depend on the seriousness of the sanction. They were strongly of the opinion
that when an individual is removed from the register, this information should be
available to the public indefinitely as this reflects the importance of registration to
those eligible to join the register.
They expressed concern that if this information was removed at 5 years, that
individual may continue to practice under another job title referencing their
chiropractic qualification thus misleading the public. They felt that having a record
online may deter the individual from such activity.
They agreed that the length of time strikes the right balance between public interest
and the rights and freedoms of the chiropractic professional. They submitted that
conduct befitting of an admonishment is still unprofessional so deserving of this
being published for an appropriate length of time, but on balance felt that 6 months
felt an appropriate time frame for admonishments. With regards to increasing the
publishing times for suspensions, they felt that particularly in light of the reduction to
admonishments, an increase in the time period for more serious findings is
appropriate.
With regards to the impact of the changes, they were unsure that patients and the
public will be aware that there have been changes and suggested that it was not
necessary to overly promote the changes. We disagree with this view as the GCC is
committed to being open and transparent as to our processes.
With regards to the impact of the changes on the chiropractic professionals, they felt
there would be a positive impact as those chiropractors found guilty of minor
infringements worthy of admonishment, these changes will mean that the length of
time this is publicly available for is more appropriate. They also submitted that whilst
the threat of sanctions is not the sole deterrent for unprofessional conduct, the
increase in the length of time for a sanction being published may act as a further
deterrent and ensure the profession takes its conduct seriously.
Professional Association 2
The Association commented that an admonishment has no period of time before it
expires rather it is a sanction delivered at the conclusion of the hearing. They
welcomed the period being shortened from 12 months as they felt that had been
disproportionate.
With regards to the sanction of Conditions of Practice Order (‘COPO’), they
submitted that the purpose of a sanction and a COPO in particular is to rehabilitate
and support the registrant to alter their practise and raise standards accordingly.
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They stated that after this has been revoked (COPO ceases to be in effect) this
should mean that the registrant is safe and competent and therefore no longer a risk
to the public, in which case the publication for a further year was punitive and
disproportionate. We disagree with this concern in view of our proposal that where a
registrant is subject to a substantive order/sanction (which includes COPO) details of
that sanction will be published for the duration of that sanction plus a period of time
based on a sliding scale as to the seriousness of the sanction.
They also commented that when an order is revoked or no further order is made that
this is not published when it should be. We agree with this concern and amend the
final draft policy accordingly.
With regards to a sanction of suspension, they submitted that an automatic two
years for all suspensions may be proportionate in some cases however
disproportionate in others. They suggested a graduated or sliding scale as used in
determining publication durations be applied similarly to suspensions e.g. a
suspension of less than 6 months would be published for 6 months and for 12
months if the suspension was for 6 to 12 months. Any suspension greater than 12
months would be published for 2 years. Although there is merit to this point, the
intention of the policy is to provide clarity as to the publication periods and ensure we
are not out of line with the practices of other regulators. Having proposed a sliding
scale depending on the seriousness of all sanctions, a graduated scale within the
proposed sliding scale may lead to a sanction of suspension being published for the
same period as an admonishment or COPO order. This is arguably inconsistent with
our overall intention of the sliding scale of seriousness. This, ultimately, is a matter
for the Council as to whether it wishes for there to be a blanket two year period or
whether a graduating scale should be considered for suspensions.
With regards to a sanction for removal from the Register, they did not object to this
being published indefinitely.
In respect of restoration to the Register, they agreed that once restored the original
decision should be taken down.
They had no objections to the proposal that decisions by the Health Committee will
be published for the duration of the order.
With regards to the wording of the policy at Paragraph 8.2, they felt this gave the
GCC carte blanche to publish historic sanctions or other non-related details relating
to a registrant as long as it is deemed in the “public interest”. They questioned what
protections were in place for the registrant or opportunities to make representations
regarding such disclosures.
With regards to Paragraph 9.1 of the policy, they submitted that it was inequitable for
the registrant to not have representation as to whether a publication or disclosure is
made outside of the normal policy and that provision for this should be included.
With regards to Paragraph 10 of the policy, they submitted that there is no provision
in disclosing in the public interest for input or representation from the registrant and
that although the Human rights legislation is quoted, it is acknowledged that a
publication or disclosure can have an effect on the individual, yet they have no input
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for such an impact to be assessed. We disagree with the view that the GCC has
‘carte blanche’ to disclose – any decision would be carefully considered to ensure
that the disclosure was proportionate. However, in light of the feedback we have
amended the wording to reflect that we may consult with the affected individual(s) as
part of deciding what to disclose/publish.
Professional Standards Authority (PSA)
In respect of restoration to the Register, the PSA referred to the proposal to remove
the original determination which led to a chiropractor being removed from the
register after a decision has been made to restore the individual to the register. It
submitted the proposal appears to allow the possibility of an inconsistent situation
where if a registrant was suspended for a year the determination would be published
for three years (duration of the suspension plus 2 years) whereas if they were
removed from the Register, they could apply for restoration 10 months later and if
their application was successful, no information about their FtP history would be
published from that point. PSA accepted that although the individual would only be
restored if the panel was satisfied that their fitness to practise was no longer
impaired, this was an inconsistent approach which did not appear to be proportionate
to the severity of the sanction in each respective case. The PSA suggest that this
proposal is reviewed in line with the other proposed time periods for publication of
sanctions and the potential value of publishing this information for longer. Although
there is merit to this point and ultimately a matter for the Council, we have not
proposed any material changes to the policy as a result of this feedback on the basis
that on restoration, a PCC has determined that a registrant is now fit to practise
which would create a tension with continued publication of the sanction.
With regards to publication of Interim Suspension Orders (IO) – the PSA referred to
the length of time that an IO is published which is described as: ‘for the duration of
the substantive proceedings to which the order relates’. Although it accepts that no
set length of time can be provided as publication is proposed until a sanction is
imposed at a substantive PCC hearing, the PSA felt that it may be helpful to clarify
the wording as this may not be apparent to a member of the public reading the
policy. We agree with this concern and amend the final draft policy accordingly.
6. Proposed amendments in the light of responses received
The consultation responses have been carefully considered, and we have taken
further legal advice. Some changes have been made. The proposed Disclosure
Policy is at Annexe 2, and the amendments proposed are shown in track changes for
ease. In summary, the material changes follow below:
1. Responses from Professional Association 2 that when an order is revoked or
no further order is made that this is not published when it should: this has
been picked up by way of amendments in (page 11 of Annexe 2).
2. Responses from Professional Association 2 with regards to the draft wording
of the policy at paragraph 8.2, 9.1 and 10 and for the registrant to be given an
opportunity to make representations regarding disclosures made in the public
interest: we have added a paragraph (see page 7, para 9.2 of Annexe 2)
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explaining that we may consult with the affected individual(s) as part of
deciding what to disclose/publish.
3. Responses from the PSA with regards to the proposal to remove the original
determination which led to a chiropractor being removed from the register
after a decision has been made to restore the individual to the register: we
have inserted a line to say that restoration will not be considered until at least
10 months of removal from the register, reflecting s. 8 of the Chiropractors Act
1994 (see page 11 of Annexe 2). With regards to the PSA’s comment that
this may lead to an inconsistency in less severe sanctions being published for
longer than a restoration following removal, Council may want to continue to
publish after a chiropractor has been restored, however given that the PCC
has concluded that they are now fit to practise with a ‘clean bill of health’,
there is a tension in continuing to publish details of a previous removal after
someone has been restored.
4. Responses from the PSA regarding publication of IO’s: we think that the
phrase ‘for the duration of the substantive proceedings to which the order
relates’ should remain but have tweaked the wording leading into it (see page
4, para 5.4.1.3 and page 10 of Annexe 2).
7. Attachments
•

Annexe 1 – High level consultation survey results

•

Annexe 2 – Disclosure Policy (proposed final version displaying amendments)

8. Recommendation
The Council is asked to:
•
•
•

Approve the final version of Disclosure Policy
Agree to its publication in April 2020
Note that its publication will be supplemented with communication plan
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Q1 Name of individual or organisation (optional)
Answered: 3
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Skipped: 2

GCC Consultation on Publication and Disclosure Policy

Q2 Are you happy for the GCC to publish your response to this
consultation?
Answered: 5
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Q3 We have outlined the revised time periods for publication on the online
register. Do you think that the length of time for which a sanction is
published should depend on the seriousness of the sanction?
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Q4 It is our aim to strike the right balance between the public interest,
which includes the health, safety and wellbeing of the public, and the
rights and freedoms of the chiropractic professional. Do you think the time
limits we have introduced for sanctions and restorations to be published
achieve this balance?
Answered: 5
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Q5 We are keen to hear views about the impact of the publication and
disclosure policy and supporting annex. What kind of impact do you think
the changes will have on patients and the public?
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Q6 What kind of impact do you think the changes will have on chiropractic
professionals?
Answered: 5
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Q7 Do you have any other comments on our publication and disclosure
policy or supporting annex?
Answered: 2
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Draft Publication and Disclosure Policy
(for consultation April January 2020)

1 of 18
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1. Introduction
1.1

The General Chiropractic Council (GCC) was established by the Chiropractors
Act 1994 (the Act) to regulate and develop the Chiropractic profession .

1.2

The GCC is a public body with specific duties under statute. It is expected to
be open and transparent in its regulatory proceedings and to comply with its
own legislation and other relevant legislation such as the Human Rights Act
1998 (the HRA); Data Protection legislation, including the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Data Protection Act 2018; The Freedom
of Information Act 2000 (from 2005) (FOIA); and Common law obligations of
confidence. In summary, this legislation requires us to handle information in a
way which is fair and proportionate.

2. About this policy
2.1.

In the course of carrying out our statutory functions, we create, publish and
disclose information to the public. This policy sets out when and where we
publish or may disclose information about individuals:
•
•
•

2.2.

As part of our maintaining our register (see paragraph 5 below);
In the exercise of our regulatory functions (see paragraph 5.4, 6 and 7
below, and the Annex to this policy); and
In other circumstances (see paragraphs 8 - 9.1 below).

This policy consists of our principles for publication and disclosure and
•
•
•

A description of information we routinely publish on our website and online
register, including about decisions we have made (see paragraph 5, 6 and
7 below); and
How we deal with other requests for information and decisions about the
proactive disclosure of information (see paragraphs 8 to 10 below).
An Annex setting out for how long, where and why we publish specific
information about the chiropractic professionals we regulate.

2.3.

The policy forms part of our ‘Appropriate Policy Document’ for the purposes of
compliance with the Data Protection Act 2018.

2.4.

This policy does not cover the disclosure of information when regulatory
proceedings are underway; other information we may share with third parties
through carrying out our regulatory work; our general approach to records
management. Accordingly this policy should be read alongside the GCC’s
Retention Policy [link to be inserted].
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3. Why do we publish and disclose information?
3.1.

We publish and disclose this information to:
•
•
•

meet our statutory objectives (see paragraph 1 above and 010.2 below);
carry out our tasks in line with our role and in the public interest, where
the disclosure goes beyond something we are explicitly required to do (see
paragraph 010 below);
meet other relevant legal requirements (see 1.2 above).

3.2.

The GCC is committed to being open and transparent about our processes
and how we make our decisions, recognising that must be balanced with the
legitimate privacy rights of registrants and other stakeholders.

3.3.

The GCC aims to be open about the action we take in response to concerns
about chiropractors so that the public and the profession can have confidence
in the standard of chiropractic care and our activities as a regulator.

4.

Information we use

4.1.

In the course of our work, we obtain, generate, use, may disclose or publish
information about:
•
•
•

Registrants (including prospective or former registrants);
Witnesses and third parties involved in our regulatory processes;
Our staff, panel members and professional advisors.

4.2.

We publish a privacy policy at https://www.gcc-uk.org/privacy-policywhich
describes in greater detail what information we use and how.

5.

Publication of the Register

5.1.

The GCC must maintain, allow inspection of, and to publish elements of the
Register of Chiropractors under s. 9 of the Chiropractors Act 1994. We do so
by maintaining a ‘search’ facility on our website which enables anyone to look
up a Chiropractor’s registration using their name or other core details. This is
a ‘live’ update of the Register.

5.2.

The information included in the full Register comprises:
•
•
•
•
•

The full name of the chiropractor;
The number of the certificate of registration;
An indication of whether the chiropractor is male or female;
The qualification of which the chiropractor is possessed which has led to
his registration.
The address at which he or she practises (or in the case of a nonpractising chiropractor, his or her last known place of residence);
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5.3.

We are also able though law to:
•
•

5.4.

publish such other information within the published register, in accordance
with our Rules, as we consider appropriate - this includes current and
recent regulatory; and
provide a copy of the published Register to anyone that that asks for it
(and can charge a fee for this).

As such we therefore also publish, within and alongside the published
Register:
5.4.1. The regulatory status of a chiropractor on the Register:
5.4.1.1

If a chiropractor has no regulatory history, no additional
information is shown.

5.4.1.2

If we have received concerns about a chiropractor and are
investigating these, no information is shown unless
paragraph 5.4.1.3 below applies);

5.4.1.3

If the Chiropractor is suspended on an interim basis, the
fact of their suspension will be published for the duration of
the substantive proceedings to which the order relates
(there is no set period – it will depend on the length of time
the regulatory process takes). The reasons for the interim
suspension will not be published;

5.4.1.4

If the Chiropractor is subject to a substantive
order/sanction, including admonishments or conditions of
practice: details of that sanction will be published for the
duration of that sanction plus a period of time based on a
sliding scale as to the seriousness of the sanction – see
paragraph 7.11 below. Different provisions apply to what is
published in respect of decisions and orders of the Health
Committee – see paragraph 5.4.1.5 below;

5.4.1.5

Any order of the Health Committee will be recorded on the
Register. However, details which relate to the health of the
registrant will not be published.

5.4.2. If a registrant brings an appeal against a determination of the
Professional Conduct Committee or Health Committee, within the
relevant time limits, a note to this effect will be published alongside
the Notice of Decision. This will include confirmation that the sanction
is not yet effective (subject to any interim order imposed). If the
appeal is successful, we will remove all reference to the determination
from the register and from our website.
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5.4.3. Where a chiropractor has been removed from the register in
consequence of a decision of the Professional Conduct Committee,
their details will technically not form part of the statutory Register
itself. However, the fact of their previous registration, together with a
copy of the determination and an explanation that they have been
removed from the Register will be continue to be published on our
website until such time that they are restored to the Register. We do
this to protect the public against illegal practice and to serve the
public interest.
5.4.4. Should a chiropractor who has been removed be restored to the
Register, then their fitness to practice history will not continue to be
published.
5.4.5. We will not continue to publish the names or other details of
individuals whose registration we have administratively removed, or
those who have voluntarily removed themselves from the Register.
6.

Publication of forthcoming hearings

6.1.

We provide notice of forthcoming hearings as set out in the Annex.

7.

Publication of outcomes from hearings, determinations, and updates
to the register

7.1.

The GCC is a public body with specific duties under statute and as such is
expected to be open and transparent in its proceedings. We will ordinarily
hold meetings of Professional Conduct Committee and the Registration
Appeals Committee in public.

7.2.

Meetings of the Investigating Committee to determine whether or not a
concern ought to be referred to a hearing before a Practice Committee are
held in private (in the absence of the parties and the public) and the
Investigating Committee’s decision/ reasons for referral will not be published.
The allegations referred by the Investigating Committee will be published as
set out in the Annex.

7.3.

The Investigating Committee and/or Professional Conduct Committee when
sitting to consider an Interim Suspension Order will ordinarily open in public
but may move into private session to hear the substantive submissions from
the parties.

7.4.

We will ordinarily hold hearings of the Health Committee in private, in
accordance with paragraph 9 of the Health Committee Rules. Detailed Health
Committee determinations are not published.
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7.5.

It is open to those committees to decide the extent to which to hear
proceedings in private. The sensitivity of the evidence being considered or
because of matters which are specifically provided for in our rules is often
considered when making such a decision.

7.6.

Where evidence has been heard in private, it generally will not form part of
any determination which is published.

7.7.

The content of any determination is a matter for the Committee that made
that determination in the first instance, having regard to all relevant factors.
Our approach to publication of determinations will generally follow our
position on public access to the hearing, and be subject to the time limits in
paragraph 5.4 above.

7.8.

In most public hearings, witnesses will give live evidence in public. In some
circumstances, live evidence may be given in public but through alternative
means (such as via telephone, video link or from behind a screen). It is a
matter of discretion for the panel to determine the extent to which to hear
witness evidence in private.

7.9.

Witnesses are not normally identified by name in our determinations or at
hearings.

7.10. In addition to details searchable against the register, we publish a separate
list of recent determinations of our committees at https://www.gccuk.org/concerns-about-a-chiropractor/hearings/recent-decisions which will be
consistent with the periods in para 5.4 above and the Annex, and aligned with
what is searchable from the register.
7.11. We will continue to publish (1) the fact of a sanction that has expired, and (2)
the decision that gave rise to the sanction, for a period of time based on a
sliding scale as to the seriousness of the sanction after it has expired (unless
it has been successfully appealed). We do this as we have considered it is in
the public interest to maintain transparency about the regulatory action we
have taken in order to protect the public, and maintain confidence in the
profession and our regulatory activities. The GCC takes the view that this is a
proportionate balance with the privacy interests of the chiropractor
concerned.
8.

Records maintained by the GCC, disclosure of other information
generated in the regulatory process, and disclosure of information
after or outside of the above periods

8.1.

Even after a sanction has lapsed and the period for publication has expired,
the GCC may continue to maintain case files of its regulatory activities, in
accordance with its Records Retention Policy [link to be inserted].
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8.2.

We may disclose information about a chiropractor’s previous fitness to
practise history (that is, after sanctions have ended and the time periods
described in paragraph 5.4 and the Annex have expired) where we conclude
that there is an overriding public interest to do so, or in order to meet another
statutory requirement (for instance, the provision of information to the
Disclosure and Barring Service). We may also disclose at any time other
information we hold which we have not routinely published under this policy.
This may include, but is not confined to, disclosure to judicial or public
inquiries or investigations.

8.3.

However, we ordinarily will not disclose to members of the public, employers
or anyone else information about whether there is previous ‘expired’ fitness to
practise information about a registrant.

8.4.

We do not publish full transcripts from hearings or make hearing bundles
available to those who are not connected with the hearing. We will consider
any requests for these under the terms of the FOIA or the subject access
provisions of data protection legislation. We may make a charge, in line with
the FOIA fees rules.

9.

How we make decisions about publication or disclosure of other
information and departures from the above normal approaches

9.1

The Chief Executive and Registrar is accountable for any decision for
publication or disclosure of information outside the parameters of this policy,
and accordingly any such decision should be escalated internally within the
GCC to the Chief Executive and Registrar. The Chief Executive and Registrar
may take advice on decisions around disclosure, in particular from the Head of
Fitness to Practise and the GCC’s Data Protection Officer.

9.2

Depending on the circumstances, it may be appropriate to consult with the
individuals affected by the proposed publication or disclosure as part of the
decision making process, or to inform them of the GCC’s decision, so as to be
fair to them. However, in other circumstances (for instance, where disclosure
would ‘tip off’ the individual about a criminal investigation concerning them), it
may not be possible, proportionate or appropriate to involve the individuals in
the decision making process. The scope of any consultation or notification will
depend on the circumstances, the purposes and urgency of disclosure, and
the nature of the information to be disclosed.

10.

How we assess the public interest

10.1. Throughout this policy and the Annex, we talk about publication or disclosure
in the public interest. Where matters go beyond specific statutory
requirements, we make decisions – including the general principles in this
policy, in light of all relevant factors, including our assessment of the balance
of the public interest.
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10.2. The GCC exercises its functions in the public interest and in accordance with
our over–arching objective of protecting the public, including through:
•
•
•

protecting, promoting and maintaining the health, safety and well-being of
the public;
promoting and maintaining public confidence in the profession of
chiropractic and;
promoting and maintaining proper professional standards and conduct for
members of that profession.

10.3. When we are considering disclosing or publishing personal information, we
must adhere to Data Protection legislation and Human Rights legislation. This
means the way in which we use personal information should:
•
•

Be lawful, necessary (proportionate) and in accordance with the conditions
for processing set out in data protection legislation – including that
information is not processed for longer than necessary;
Designed to allow us to carry out or support our statutory and regulatory
work under the Chiropractors Act 1994 or other relevant legislation.

10.4. If it is, we then need to consider whether disclosure is justifiable. Factors that
may typically inform our decision making in this regard include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The public interest to disclose compared to and balanced with the
individual’s right to privacy;
The age of the information in question and its quality;
Any specific or implied legal power allowing us to disclose or publish (or
prohibiting us from so doing);
The nature and purpose of the information sharing;
The impact of disclosure, including the potential for damage or distress to
the individual;
The potential harm that may be caused if we do not disclose the
information.

10.5. The information we disclose should be limited to what is needed to achieve
the overall purpose of the disclosure.
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ANNEX – PUBLICATION DETAILS
Type of information
Notice of a hearing
Notice of an Interim
Suspension Order
Hearing (ISH) before
the Investigating
Committee (IC) or
Professional Conduct
Committee (PCC) or
Health Committee
(HC)
Notice of a substantive
hearing before the PCC

Notice of a substantive
hearing before the HC

When published

Status on Register

Information published

Length of publication

When notice of the hearing is served
on the Registrant – typically 10 days
prior to the hearing

N/A

Details of Registrant. Date, venue and
start time for the hearing

28 days prior to the hearing

N/A

Details of Registrant. Date, venue and
start time for the hearing, together
with details of the allegations to be
considered by the PCC

Until the conclusion of the
hearing

28 days prior to the hearing

N/A

Details of Registrant. Date, venue and
start time for the hearing

Until the conclusion of the
hearing

Until the conclusion of the
hearing

The allegations to be considered at
the ISH will not be published.

It will be noted that the hearing will
take place in private and the
allegations to be considered by the
HC will not be published.
Notice of a review
hearing before the PCC
or HC

28 days prior to the hearing

N/A

Details of Registrant. Date, venue and
start time for the hearing, together
with the notice of decision for the
order to be reviewed

Until the conclusion of the
hearing
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Type of information
Notice of an Appeal
Tribunal Hearing Registration Appeals
Notice of restoration
hearing (following
removal)

When published
Status on Register
Information published
14 days after service of the Notice of
N/A
Details of Registrant. Date, location
Hearing on the Appellant
and start time of the hearing.
If the Appellant elects to have the
appeal hearing heard in private this
will be noted
When notice of hearing served on
N/A
Details of Registrant. Date, location
the Applicant
and start time of the hearing

Interim Suspension Hearings - determination by the IC, PCC or HC in relation to an ISH
No interim suspension N/A
Registered
None
order imposed
ISH – interim
When notice of decision served on
Interim
The fact of the interim suspension
suspension order
the Registrant
Suspended
and the duration of the order
imposed

Allegations not found
proved/ no UPC/ case
not well founded/ no
order imposed
Allegations proved –
Admonished

Professional Conduct Committee Determinations
When notice of decision served on
No change
Notice of Decision
Registrant
When notice of decision served on
Registrant

Registered

Notice of Decision

Length of publication
Until the conclusion of the
hearing

Until the conclusion of the
hearing

N/A
There is no set single
length of time, as the
suspension order will
continue until a final
sanction is imposed or the
suspension order otherwise
is revoked under s. 25 of
the Chiropractors Act.
Publication will therefore
ordinarily be fFor the
duration of the substantive
proceedings to which the
order relates

28 days from the date of
publication or for up to six
months at the request of
the Registrant
6 months
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Type of information
Allegations proved –
Conditions of Practice
Order imposed
Allegations proved –
suspension imposed
Allegations proved –
removal from the
Register

When published
When notice of decision served on
Registrant
When notice of decision served on
Registrant
When notice of decision served on
Registrant

At review hearing – no
further order
At review hearing –
order continued (with
or without
amendment)

When notice of decision served on
Registrant
When notice of decision served on
Registrant

Restoration hearing
(following removal)

When notice of hearing served on
the Applicant

Health Committee Determinations
Allegations not found
When notice of decision served on
proved/ no order
Registrant
imposed
Allegations proved –
Conditions of Practice
Order imposed

When notice of decision served on
the registrant

Status on Register
Information published
Registered
Notice of Decision
Registered

Notice of Decision

Removed from
register

Notice of Decision

Registered
Suspended /
Registered with
conditions of
practice order (as
applicable)
N/A

No change

Registered

Notice of Decision None
Notice of Decision

Length of publication
For the duration of the
order plus 1 year
For the duration of the
order plus 2 years
Until such time that
individual is restored to the
Register. An application to
re-register will not be
considered until ten months
after the date of the notice
of decision further to s. 8 of
the Chiropractors Act 1994.
28 days from the date of
publication
For the duration of the
further order plus either 1
year for conditions of
practice order or 2 years for
suspension (as applicable)

Details of Registrant. Date, location
and start time of the hearing

Until the conclusion of the
hearing

Public determination of the HC only –
this will set out the HC determination
/ sanction but not include details of
the registrant’s health or the evidence
heard by the HC in private session.
Public determination of the HC only –
this will set out the HC determination
/ sanction but not include details of

28 days from the date of
publication or for up to six
months at the request of
the Registrant
For the duration of the
order only
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Type of information

When published

Status on Register

Allegations proved –
suspension imposed

When notice of decision served on
the registrant

Suspended

At review hearing – no
further order
At review hearing –
order continued (with
or without
amendment)

When notice of decision served on
Registrant
When notice of decision served on
the registrant

Registered
Suspended /
Registered with
conditions of
practice order (as
applicable)

Determinations of the Appeal Tribunal (Registration Appeals)
Appeal upheld
When notice of decision is served on
the appellant
Appeal refused
When notice of decision is served on
the appellant

Information published
the registrant’s health or the evidence
heard by the HC in private session.
Details of private conditions relating
solely to the registrant’s health will
not be made public.
Public determination of the HC only –
this will set out the HC determination
/ sanction but not include details of
the registrant’s health or the evidence
heard by the HC in private session.
None
Public determination of the HC only –
this will set out the HC review
determination / sanction but not
include details of the registrant’s
health or the evidence heard by the
HC in private session.

N/A

Notice of Decision

N/A

Notice of Decision

Length of publication

For the duration of the
order

28 days from the date of
publication
For the duration of the
further order only.

28 days from the date of
publication
28 days from the date of
publication
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Agenda item: CO-200317-09
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Agenda item:
Subject:
Presenter:
Date:

CO-200317-09
Strategic Risk Register
Nick Jones, CER
17 March 2020

1. Summary
The Audit Committee reviews the GCC strategic risk register at each meeting to
discuss, challenge and be assured that the key strategic risks are being controlled
and mitigated. It is important that Council reviews the Register and the controls in
place at least annually.
2. Action required: For noting.

3. Introduction
The register is subject to regular review by the Executive in line with its policy for
managing risk and the Committee’s review is central to the Council’s assurance
process. Operational risks are managed and reviewed by the senior management
team on a regular basis and strategic risks considered in the light of those
considerations. It forms the basis of a focus in at least one weekly management
team per month.
The Audit and Risk Committee has now seen this format on several occasions
(further to its introduction in May 2019) – and received this version at its meeting on
2 March 2020. Feedback is welcome as it is a subjective view and it is important
that it evolves and reflects Members’ concerns at any given time. Members are also
reminded that the scoring matrix gives a higher “weighting” to the impact in the
calculation of risk score, as it is perceived that impact on an organisation is more
important than the likelihood that something happens. Therefore, items with a
higher impact appear more prominently on a risk register.
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4. Changes to the Register
The latest version of the strategic risk register is attached to this paper. The controls
have inevitably changed over the last few months as the work progresses in line
with business plan commitments.
We have ‘tracked’ the changes – to act as an audit trail in demonstrating progress
and its utility.
In terms of material impacts I highlight the following:

SR1

This risk has been lowered due to the (successful) negotiation of the
registrant retention process – with no significant down-time or financial
impact. Whilst a significant milestone as regards registration we must
still review CPD returns and take appropriate action and assure
ourselves that, in 2020, registrants respond appropriately to changes
to our expectations following our response to the Coroner following
the death of a patient. It remains very busy on the education provider
front, with significant calls on the Education ‘team’ and the Education
Committee.

SR3

The policy work to improve procedures undertaken over summer, and
implemented in October 2019 has had some impact in the
management of (mainly, lower risk) complaint cases. The staffing
arrangements are still not entirely secure; whilst the volume of
complaints has slowed a little the complexity and risks of a small
number of complaints has served to increase the risk score within ‘red’
to major.
The prospects for regulatory reform are highly encouraging. The pace
of change indicated raise questions as to our ability to respond. So far
our responses to DHSC have been effective and welcomed. We may
struggle to keep that up. Additional resource (through collaboration, or
expenditure on additional resource) is likely to be required.

SR4

SR5
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Meeting with GTS in the calendar for 30/03. The impact of the Inquest
and consequential consideration of the complaint is likely to be
challenging – and GTS may see this as an opportunity for further
skirmishes.
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SR9

This risk has increased since the last meeting and in particular since
the start of 2020. The impact of organisational change has been real
and it has been an unusually busy period alongside a usually busy
period at year-end. The impact of some tricky and high-risk FtP cases
as well as the actions put in train by our response to the Coroner, has
led to a perception at all levels of a somewhat busy working
environment – and where unplanned staff absence is more keenly felt.
In terms of managing these risks we have maintained temporary staff
whose contracts would otherwise have ended and reprioritised other
work accordingly.
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The risk matrix used for scoring is shown below:
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Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Disastrous

1

2

3

4

5

GCC Risk
Matrix
LxI+I
May 2018

Impact

5. Recommendations and next steps
The Council is asked to:
•

Note the amendments to the strategic risk register and the ratings applied by
the Executive.

6. Attachments
Annex: Strategic Risk Register
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STRATEGIC RISKS
Risk

ID
no.

Risk Event

Risk
Owner

Inherent
Score

We develop the profession

We promote Standards

L

The GCC fails to protect the public and
patients caused by poor, ineffective or
ultra vires processes within education or
SR
registration. This may result in the GCC
1
suffering reputational damage, loss of
confidence and intervention by the Privy
Council/PSA.

The GCC fails to work effectively and
collaboratively with the chiropractic
profession/professional bodies on
strategy and the development of the
SR profession caused by longstanding and
2
historic differences of opinion. This may
result in the Chiropractic profession
failing to develop and falling behind
other regulated professions in
reputation.

The GCC fails to protect the public and
patients caused by poor, ineffective or
ultra vires processes within FtP. This
SR
may result in the GCC suffering
3
reputational damage, loss of confidence
and intervention by the Privy
Council/PSA.
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DirE&R

CER

HFTP

4

5

4

I

4

4

4

Controls in operation
S
LxI+I

20

Residual
score

Gaps in controls
L

Effective oversight of education
matters by the Education
Committee. Policies in place and
reporting of performance of
regsitration issues reported
annually to Council. Stable staff
team.

Some policies in need of review.
Some aspects of our work lack
clear procedures. Many
procedures not well understood by
registrants requiring excessive
intervention by the small staff
team. Registration database
renewal project unforseen
diversion Changes to staff team as
a consequence of organisational
change. Reduced complement in
Registration team.

24

Regular engagement and
communication with key
stakeholders and establishment of
UK Chiropractic Forum.
Trust takes time to build but
Substantial efforts in 2018 to get
appears to be growing and
closer to professional associations. engagement paying dividends
Regular GCC newsletter gained
significant goodwill and
engagement.

20

Two potentially ultra vires
procedures identified which have
been considered in the proposed
changes to process. [Further
Root and branch review of
assessment suggests likelihood of
investigation and complaints
legal challenge very low]. Reliant
process on which legal advice
on recently recruited temporary
received from leading Counsel.
FTP staff on short - mid term
Proposed Changes to investigate contracts to continue to manage
process to be considered approved complaints under existing process
by Council in June 2018 meeting
and implemented in October 2019. Case work being undertaken by
Work post-October 2019 to ensure temporary FTP staff on short term
appropriate level of permanent
contracts. This risk is being
staffing further to Org change work managed by having a more
experienced permanent member
of staff who is acting as FTP
Manager to oversee the work of
the temporary staff.

1

2

I

4

2

Further actions planned to reduce the risk to a tolerable level
and progress to date

S
LxI+I

8

6

Website development underway - core aim of improving communications
with profession. Registrations database replacement work back on track.
CPD consultation underway - clarifying expectations for this year. 03/20
New CRM system delivered in November 2019; no impact on income or
CPD returns. Work commissioned to review those. Additional one-off step
put in place for current education provider high-profile application. Business
continuity planning to add to resilience following org change.

Further joint meetings and work are planned following another sucessful
meeting in Jan 2019. Specific engagement being planned for GCC
transformation projects. Meet with new CEO of BCA when postholder is
appointed.
First meeting of UK Chiropractic Forum held in September and another
scheduled for December. Specific engagement activities by GCC for
'developing the profession' plans. Regular meetings with BCA and RCC.
03/20 Meeting held in December - tested relationship by inviting comments
on GCC response to Coroner. Stakeholders issued supportive statements
on Jamuary 2020. Substantial activity in relation to Developing the
Profession in 2020 Business Plan

Temporary FTP staff in place allowing staff to focus on current and
proposed process mapping. Business process mapping of current and
proposed process is complete. FTP team resourcing plan to be completed
in June 2019. Proposed changes investigation process to be implemented
by October 2019.

3

4 16

Temporary FTP staff in place, permanent team to be confirmed asap
(Nov). Wash up meetings being held with IC chairs since process changes
implemented to ensure that we are not exposed as a result of temporary
staff managing the IC work. 03/20 January 2020 some permanent
appointments made - temporary staff relatively long-standing. On-boarding
of new staff and probation needs to be completed. As such, risk increased
during that transition.

We Investigate & Act

Regulatory reform fails to take place
caused by lack of willingness or
parliamentary time to achieve legal
SR changes to primary or secondary
4
legislation. This may result in the GCC
continuing to operate inefficiently under
out-of-date legislation that increasingly
fails to be fit-for-purpose.

The GCC receives further multiple
complaints or legal challenge regarding
SR
advertising from GTS or other
5
organisations caused by dissatisfaction
with progress/approach.
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CER

HFTP

4

5

3

4

15

24

Proposed changes to process to
be considered by Council at June
meeting for implementation in
October.
Changes to investigation process
approved by Council in June 2018
and implemented from 1 October
2019.

Reliant on recently recruited
temporary FTP staff on short - mid
term contracts to continue to
manage complaints under existing
process.

2

3

9

Regulatory reform may not be
forthcoming.

Processing of current batch of GTS
complaints is near completion Q3
2019. Experience of managing the
large batch of complaints by way of
project plan allows for more
efficient replication of process
should further batches of
complaints be received. IC and
Staff lessons learned review
completed. Expert and Addendum
report received covering claims
which can be made by
chiropractors.
FTP process changes will not
prevent further batches of
Completed current batch of GTS
complaints being made by GTS.
complaints in August 2019.
Experience of managing the large
batch of complaints by way of
project plan allows for more
efficient replication of process
should further batches of
complaints be received. IC and
staff lessons learned review
completed. Expert and Addendum
report received covering claims
which can be made by
Chiropractors.

Government response to review delayed but has now been signed off by
the junior minister at DHSC and is with SoS. DHSC state position is
‘encouraging’. Further meetings held with DH/regulators to discuss
potential recommendations.
Government response published. Promising prospects for refrom - subject
to gaining parliamentary time - which by all measures looks increasingly
difficult. 03/20 Following election a new boldness seen in DHSC. Reform is
increasingly likely and much quicker than expected. GCC has good
involvement in the process - being listened too by DHSC. GCC likely to be
early in the legisaltion review impact assessment work. However, our ability
to meet the intensive requirements - placed on us by Govt lawyers etc. increase the risk of our ability to respond. Mitigation will be in the form of
collaborative working with our RB partners; and allocating unbudgeted
expenditure.

Consider use of vexatious policy if further batch of complaints made shortly
on conclusion of current batch of complaints. Propose changes to GCC
Code to make explicit reference to complying with ASA/CAP code. Work
with professional associations to provide guidance to profession following
on from lessons learned review. Agree with ASA handling for future
advertising complaints. Seek agreement from Expert to establish evidence
base. Propose establishment of external steering group to review evidence
base periodically. Debrief to GTS.

4

2 10

Changes to investigation process implemented from 1 October 2019.
Changes to GCC Code to make explicit reference to complying with
ASA/CAP code in force from 1 October 2019. Work with professional
associations to provide guidance to profession following from lessons
learned review. Agree with ASA handling for future advertising complaints.
Sought agreement from Expert to establish evidence base but need to
establish of external steering group to review evidence base periodically.
Debrief to GTS. 03/20 Meeting fixed with GTS on 30/03 - CER and D of
FtP. Impact of the outcome of the hearing of the complaint following the
death of a patient will require handling.

Continue to maximise joint working and learning opportunities.
The GCC fails to work effectively with
and influence key stakeholders and
policy makers caused by poor
SR relationships and misalignment of
6
strategy. This may result in the GCC
being unable to progress collaborative
working and not delivering the resultant
benefits.

We deliver value

The GCC fails to deliver balanced
budget in the medium term caused by
insufficient rigour, lack of agreement on
SR
approach, or non-delivery of recovery
7
plan. This may result in the GCC being
unviable or with unacceptably high
registration fees.

The GCC fails to manage performance
and risk because assurance frameworks
and processes are poorly developed/
SR
misunderstood/fail to be live documents.
8
This may result in the GCC failing to
identify key issues and intervene to
manage risk.

The GCC does not have sufficient
capacity to deliver its business plan - to
both improve services and provide
'business as usual' services caused by a
SR
high workload to review and develop
9
services. This may result in reduced
operational performance, reputational
damage and staff stress levels
increasing.
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2

5

4

4

3

3

4

4

9

18

20

20

Regular attendance at interregulatory meetings and events.
Meetings with DH and PSA.
Regular contact and info sharing
on increasing basis, especially
GOsC & HCPC.

Financial review completed and
draft strategy and sustainability
plan developed. Council approval
for timeline to achieve balanced
budget. New model of
management account reporting
allows effective scrutiny

New risk register in operation.
Some performance reporting
included in performance report.
Revised risk management strategy
and risk tolerance approach
approved.

Clear plan in place and additional
expertise sourced. Council
approved additional funds in 2019
business plan. Staff member
dedicated to oversight of business
plan delivery. 03/20 Link to
improved perfromance reporting;
temperature checks and assurance
work.

1

The resourcing plan to ensure
delivery of business as usual and
change projects is under
development. It is important this is
considered carefully to ensure a
sustainable business model for the
future.

Gaps in performance reporting.
03/20 Some work carried out on
assurance framework and an
improvement on financial, ftp, and
projects reporting to SMT and
Council.

Full scoping of business plan for
second half of year incomplete.
03/20 Org change delayed.
Consequences felt in 2020. Felt
experience that unplanned events
have larger than expoected
impacts

2

2

4

3

3

3

6

9

Five year financial sustainability strategy agreed by Council Dec 2018 and
demonstrates financial balance is deliverable. This needs to be kept under
review. 03/20 The Budget and business planning round in December 2019
identified urgent need to bottom expected spending on complaints/PCC in
2021 - by June 2020. Capacity and resources to do so a risk. Seized by
the management team. Designated reserves provide the ultimate
safeguard here.

9

Continue to encourage regular discussion of risk. Further development of
performance report and key performance indicators as part of process
reviews. Operational risks and strategic risks discussion are now discussed
as a standing item at weekly senior team meetings. 03/20 Suite of
performance reports needs further embedding and Council buy-in. Good
involvement of Members in development process. Session on strategic
risks at Council Development day on 18 March 2020.

3 16

Ongoing monitoring and risk assessment as improvement work
progresses. Ensure agility in managing staffing levels and using addiitonal
temporary resource as required. Staff survey underway.Remuneration and
HR committee established to provide further oversight on people matters.
Proposed revised staffing structure to GCC Remuneratiuon and HR
Committee 13 November 2019. 03/20 Pace and volume of delivery
unrelenting. Impact of Coroner report response and end of year accounting
and staffing turbulence in FtP may be an episodic increase in felt-pressure
but feeling unrelenting . Impact of staff absence felt. Urgent work on
business resilience identified as part of org change necessary to spread
the accountabilities.
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CO200317-10A
Review of Terms of Reference
Rui Domingues, Director of Finance
17 March 2020

1. Summary:
Under the Audit & Risk Committee’s Terms of Reference (ToR), the Committee is
required to review its ToR annually. This paper sets out the suggested changes to
the ToR for Council approval.
2. Action required:
For decision.

3. Proposed changes
Under ARC’s current ToR, an annual review is required of the ToR. This took place
in November 2019 and the attached appendix shows a tracked changes version of
the current ToR, with the suggested changes summarised below:
Section Ref
4.6

Change
Delete: “The Committee will”

4.8

New: “review reports on
data/information governance”
New: “The Committee shall:”

7

10.2

Delete: “, one of whom must be the
independent member”

10.4

Delete entire clause

Reason
Already covered by wording at start of
section 4.
Recognising ARC’s role in reviewing
data governance activities.
This wording was missing on the
previous version and has been included
to tidy up the document.
Removes the burden on the independent
member to always be present at
meetings.
Reduce the pressure on the independent
member.

4. Recommendations and next steps
Council is asked to approve the revised Terms of Reference for the Audit & Risk
Committee.
5. Attachments
A – Tracked changes version of ToR, November 2019
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Audit & Risk Committee’s Terms of Reference
Duties
The Audit & Risk Committee is a non-statutory advisory committee of the
General Chiropractic Council, working within the policy and priorities agreed by
the Council. The Committee does have some delegated powers and these are
highlighted at point 8.
The Committee is required to carry out the following duties for Council.
1

External Audit

The Committee shall oversee the relationship with the external auditor
including, but not limited to:
1.1

1.2
1.3
1.4

1.5
1.6

1.7
1.8
1.9

1.10

considering and making recommendations to the Council in relation to
the appointment, re-appointment and removal of the GCC's external
auditors. The Committee shall oversee the selection process for new
external auditors and, if an auditor resigns, the Committee shall
investigate the issues leading to this;
approval of the external auditor’s remuneration, whether fees for audit or
non audit services, and ensuring that the level of fees is appropriate to
enable an adequate audit to be conducted;
approval and sign-off of the external auditor’s engagement letter and the
scope of the audit;
assessing annually the external auditor’s independence and objectivity
taking into account relevant professional and regulatory requirements
and the relationship with the auditor as a whole, including the provision
of any non-audit services;
satisfying itself that there are no relationships (such as family,
employment, investment, financial or business) between the external
auditor and the GCC;
assessing annually the external auditor’s qualifications, expertise and
resources and the effectiveness of the audit process which shall include
a report from the external auditor on their own internal quality
procedures;
undertaking an annual review of the effectiveness of external audit;
monitoring the external auditor's compliance with relevant ethical and
professional guidance on the rotation of audit partners and other related
requirements;
meeting regularly with the external auditor, including once at the
planning stage before the audit and once after the audit at the reporting
stage. The Committee shall meet the external auditor at least once a
year, without management being present, to discuss their remit and any
issues arising from the audit;
reviewing and approving the annual audit plan and ensuring that it is
consistent with the scope of the audit engagement;
1|Page
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1.11

1.12
1.13

1.14
1.15

2

reviewing the findings of the audit with the external auditor. This shall
include but not be limited to:
▪ a discussion of any major issues which arose during the audit,
▪ any accounting and audit judgments, and
• levels of errors identified during the audit;
reviewing any representation letter(s) requested by the external auditor
before recommending this for signing by Council;
reviewing the management letter of the external auditor, any material
queries raised by the auditor to management of the GCC in respect of
the accounting records, financial accounts or systems of control and the
response of management of the Company;
ensuring that the management provide a timely response to the issues
raised in the management letter of the external auditor; and
recommending to Council the Annual Accounts and an action plan to
deal with any issues raised in the management letter after considering
GCC management representations, if applicable.

Internal Audit

The Committee shall:
2.1
2.2

monitor and review the effectiveness of any internal audit function;
review promptly all reports to the Audit & Risk Committee on the GCC
from any internal auditors;
where an internal audit function exists, ensure co-ordination between the
internal and external auditors; and
review and monitor management's responsiveness to the findings and
recommendations of any internal audit report.

2.3
2.4
3

Whistleblowing

3.1

3.2
3.3

The Committee shall review the arrangements for employees to raise
concerns, in confidence, about possible wrongdoing in financial
reporting or other matters. The Committee shall ensure that these
arrangements allow proportionate and independent investigation of such
matters and appropriate follow up action;
The Committee’s Chair will be responsible as required for receiving and
investigating all concerns raised under the whistleblowing procedure;
In investigating concerns raised, the Committee’s Chair will follow the
procedures as described in the GCC’s published Whistleblowing Policy.
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4

Internal Controls and Risk Management Systems

The Committee shall:
4.1

keep under review the effectiveness of internal controls for ensuring
compliance with the regulatory environment within which the GCC
operates;
4.2
review and approve the statements to be included in the Annual Report
concerning governance, internal controls and risk management;
4.3
review the GCC’s Strategic Risk Register and report to Council any
significant changes to the Risk Register;
4.4
ensure that the findings from external and internal audits inform the
development of the GCC’s Strategic Plan;
4.5
keep under review and advise Council about the effectiveness of the
assurance systems in place within the organisation for the identification
and management of risks;
4.6
The Committee will present the Strategic Risk Register to Council three
times a year; and
4.7
at every meeting of Council, the Committee will report to Council every
risk scoring over 15 on the risk register;.
4.74.8 review reports on data/information governance.
5

Financial Reporting

The Committee shall:
5.1

monitor the integrity of the financial statements of the GCC, reviewing
significant financial reporting issues and judgments which they contain;
review the appropriateness, consistency of and any changes to
accounting policies;
review the methods used to account for significant or unusual
transactions where different approaches are possible;
review whether the GCC has followed appropriate accounting standards
and made appropriate estimates and judgments, taking into account the
views of the external auditor;
review the clarity of disclosure in the financial reports and the context in
which statements are made; and
review all material information presented with the financial statements
and the Annual report, if applicable.

5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6

Reporting Responsibilities

6.1
6.2

The Committee Chairman shall report formally to the Council on the
Committee’s proceedings after each meeting on all matters within its
duties and responsibilities, including financial reporting;
The Committee shall make whatever recommendations to the Council it
deems appropriate on any area within its remit where action or
improvement is needed; and
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6.3
7

A report on the Committee's activities is to be included within the GCC's
Annual Report.
Other Matters

The Committee shall:
7.1

ensure that its members take individual responsibility for identifying
training appropriate to their needs and raising these requirements with
the Chair of Council;
provide an induction programme for new Committee members;
consider issues in relation to succession planning for members of the
Committee;
give due consideration to laws and regulations; and
at least once a year, review its own performance, constitution and terms
of reference to ensure it is operating effectively and report the results of
this review to the Council for approval.

7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5

8

Authority

8.1

9

The Committee has delegated authority for:
•
Agreeing the planned activity of external audit;
•
Proposals for tendering for External Audit services or for purchase
of non-audit services from contractors who provide audit services;
•
For reviewing the GCC’s Strategic Risk Register and reporting to
Council any significant changes to the Risk Register; and
•
the approval of the auditor’s remuneration whether the fees are for
audit or non-audit services.
Membership

9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
9.6

The Chair and members of the Audit & Risk Committee including the
independent member shall be appointed by the Chair of the GCC and
such appointments will be reported by the Chair to Council;
Appointments to the Committee shall be for a period of three years from
the date of appointment, or for the length of term remaining for any
particular Council member appointed if less than three years;
Members are eligible for re-appointment and there is no maximum term
of membership;
The Committee's membership shall be four members of Council
including the Committee's chairman and one independent member;
The Chairman of the Council shall not be a member of the Committee;
and
The external auditors shall be invited to attend meetings of the
Committee on a regular basis. The Committee may request other staff
or professional to attend the meeting, if required, to aid in discharging
the duties of the Committee.
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10 Audit & Risk Committee Quorum and Meetings
10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4

The Director of Resources and Regulation or their nominee shall act as
the Secretary of the Committee; and
The quorum necessary for the transaction of business shall be 3
members, one of whom must be the independent member;
If the Committee’s Chair is unable to attend a meeting, the members
present will select a Chair for that meeting; and
In the absence of the external independent member, the Committee
would co-opt an external member to cover any such absence.

11 Frequency of Meetings
11.1

The Committee shall meet at least three times a year at appropriate
times in the reporting and audit cycle, and otherwise as required.
Meetings will be planned in advance for each reporting year.

12 Notice of Meetings – exceptional and regular
12.1

12.2

Exceptional meetings of the Committee shall be convened by the
Secretary of the Committee at the request of any of its members or at
the request of external or internal auditors if they consider it necessary;
and
Unless otherwise agreed, notice of each regular meeting of the
Committee confirming the venue, time and date together with an agenda
of items to be discussed shall be forwarded to each member of the
Committee and any other person required to attend, no later than five
working days before the date of the meeting. Supporting papers shall be
sent to Committee members and to other attendees as appropriate, at
the same time.

13 Minutes of Meetings
13.1
13.2
13.3

The Secretary shall minute the proceedings and resolutions of all
meetings of the Committee, including recording the names of those
present and in attendance;
The Secretary shall record any conflicts of interest divulged at the
meeting; and
Minutes of Committee meetings shall be circulated promptly to all
members of the Committee and, once agreed, to all members of the
Council.

14 Dissolution
14.1

Dissolution or changes to the terms of reference of the Audit & Risk
Committee shall be at the discretion of the General Chiropractic Council.
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CO200317-11C
Education Committee Report
Sharon Oliver, Chair, Education Committee
17th March 2020

1. Summary
Update from the Chair of the Education Committee following the teleconference meeting
on 24th January 2020.
2. Action required: The report is for information.
An additional Education Committee meeting was necessitated by the need to
consider a new programme submission.
Update on visit to Teesside University
The Committee noted that a visit had taken place to Teesside University on 16 January
2020 comprising a lay chair, a lay member, a chiropractor from academia and a
chiropractor. Two of the team were experienced Education Visitors and two were new to
the process, working well together as a team. The institution is keen to start in September
2020 but recognises the urgency around the appointment of a senior chiropractic member
of the team.
The visit had proved positive and productive and the approval report with its
recommendation to approve the programme with conditions, recommendations and
commendations, will be discussed by the Education Committee at its next meeting in April.
This report will then need to be approved by Council outside of scheduled Council meetings
to give the best possible chance of receiving Privy Council approval in time for the
proposed programme start date in September 2020.
McTimoney College of Chiropractic (MCC) – substantive change
The Committee noted the confidential report from the MCC about changes in governance
and will further discuss this with the institution at its next meeting. The GCC Executive will
seek a meeting with the College to discuss this in more detail ahead of the next Education
Committee meeting.
AECC University College – programme submission for 2 year pre registration MSc
The Committee considered the analysis of the programme submission for a new two year
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graduate entry chiropractic masters commencing in September 2020. The Committee
agreed that there were areas requiring some further information and agreed that, although
a visit would not be necessary, it would be appropriate for the GCC and Education Visitors
to follow up on this with the institution.
The approval report will need to be approved by Council outside of scheduled Council
meetings to give the best possible chance of receiving Privy Council approval in time for the
proposed programme start date in September 2020.
Scotland College of Chiropractic Charitable Trust (SCCCT) - outline business case
update
The Committee received an update relating to a meeting held with the SCCCT and
Buckinghamshire New University to discuss key issues and progress. A report will be
prepared for the April meeting.
The next meeting will be held on 1 April 2020.
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